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Girl from Baku 

       

 

 

I once idly wandered the wharfs of New York, 

like Charles L. Dodgson, but hunting for snork, 

and found there a girl set to pass on review: 

a cunningly shrewd parvenue. 

 

 

I curtailed my search on a quay in Paree 

for some lass du jour (but who‘d toujours love me); 

instead, vowed to wow this cute screw from Baku 

who‘d love me till death us undo. 

 

 

She sent me away – a degenerate jerk – 

to diddle with donkeys in dingy Dunkirk, 

or else, to get clued in on ewes from Baku, 

who do it with didgeridoo. 

 

 

And so from Москва, where I‘d spied in a spa 

a spry thing from Riga in sporty red bra, 

I sent the news home to my girl from Baku, 

who sniffed and pronounced it ‗taboo.‘ 

 

 

I next found a floozie in boozie Berlin. 

―Just try her!‖  I grunted with a gratuitous grin. 

―Refreshingly hip!‖ quipped my girl from Baku, 

forgetting that I‘d had her, too. 

 

 

I then kicked a kid off the grid of Madrid, 

who‘d offered me whores as baksheesh for my bid 

to find him a strumpety girl from Baku 

as fetching as my Guinea Pooh. 

 

 

I last hooked some kink in the heart of Helsink‘ – 

a pert pair who plied me with VSOPink. 

I flung both Finns out for my girl from Baku… 

who left me to stew with ‗Fuck you!‘ 
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―Coney Island Avenue!‖ the driver calls out with single-minded authority as we approach the 

stop. 

 

I look to the left, scan the avenue for signs of a pearl … of a girl.  A girl from Baku. 

 

No Bakunese, Bakuninin, Bakunonian here.  Like the cheap plastic slippers she left on deposit for 

visiting hours.  Translucent lime-green—the slippers; transparent—the gesture; a mere flight of 

fancy then, gone now—the evidence.  All of it, as ephemeral as the ―s‖ in ―island‖ and the June 

mermaids on parade on that island—on that sometimes horny, always corny Coney Island. 

 

Our B-82 bus continues on in the direction of Nostrand, Flatbush, Uttica, and a final stop—at 

Ralph, in Flatlands. What can I say?  To me, ‗sounds like ‗Nigel in Blackpool.‘  ‗Udo in 

Neukölln.‘  All of ‗em, ‗hoods full of last exits, crash palaces, chop shops.  Places where a man 

might look to mend a car, but never—ever—heal a heart. 

 

 

 
 

 

She withdrew those slippers, and herself, last night following a much less ephemeral final fuck.  

One of the few English words she knew well—―fuck.‖  Too well, turns out.  And so, following 

the fuck, I went for the throat:  ―Я тебя люблю,‖ I said—but then snoozed off.  Both the 

confession of love and the snoozing off perhaps a tad hasty.  When I awoke an hour later, she was 

gone.  I‘d barely registered the deposit—much less the withdrawal. 
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―Coney Island Avenue!‖ from the driver, once out, doesn‘t bear repeating as we‘re already well 

on our way to Nostrand. 

 

Slippers, no more.  Caviar and sweet-smelling snatch, no more.  Out the door and gone.  Gone 

after just the inkling of an interlude—never mind the trouble of an étude.  Girl from Baku is now, 

tonight, just my phone ringing.  With regrets, second thoughts, or possible self-recrimination?  

Somehow, I doubt it. 

 

I let it ring.  Once withdrawn, my girl from Baku ain‘t mine no more. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

What?  You think this girl from Baku got to be this girl from Baku by waiting around for 

someone to pick up the phone? 

 

Two nights later, she steps up to my door and rings.  I answer, which it would be rude of me not 

to.  Not that I‘m particularly eager to test the mettle of one scorned Azeri.  Hell hath no fury I 

can‘t deal with—except, that is, one of the present-tense progeny of Genghis Khan. 

 

I open and she comes in—regular as rain and the rotation of the planet.  Which, at 66,000 mph, 

ain‘t exactly whistling Dixie.  Nor is she.  I don‘t know whether she‘s got conversation in mind, 

as conversation, at least to date, hasn‘t been our strong suit.  No.  Our eureka lies elsewhere—and 

she goes straight to it like fishtails to bouillabaisse. 

 

Before you can say ‗rickety-sprit,‘ she‘s out of her thong, between my sheets and, well, you get 

the picture. 

 

It‘s a night to tax even the moos of Calliope.  Youth—so they say—is wasted on the young.  And, 

for the first time in my life, I‘m thoroughly onboard that hackney.  What had I been thinking all 

those years with the classics, memorizing long, portentous passages in the original?  Jesus!  

There‘s more poetry in her пизда than in any sunrise, sunset, or abracadabra of moonbeams I‘ve 

ever known, biblically speaking.  ‗Fact is, her mons is nothing if not the font of myth—as, entre 

nous, are her moans. 

 

When not writhing, we‘re writing—our own saga right here between the sheets.  And this scion of 

Paul Bunyon is chopping wood so furiously, calluses would grow on his thrifty member faster 

than kudzu on cypress were the chopping not all so lubriciously wet, warm and friction-free. 

 

It is, in the end, all about energy.  And even if the delta between static and kinetic in this instance 

is negligible, I‘m beat.  Exhausted, really, to the bone—and so slip away once again for a snooze.  

When I awake an hour later, she‘s—you guessed it—gone. 

 

Now lying back and watching the smoke curl up from my cigarette towards a ceiling moving at 

66,000 mph in a forward direction and at 600 mph in a circular one, I realize there‘s no 
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accounting for taste.  ‗Here today; gone tomorrow.‘  ‗A bird in the hand...‘  ‗Make hay...‘  ‗Carpe 

diem.’  All of history‘s proverbial punditry from the pre-Socratic right up to and including good 

Ben Franklin‘s is at my fingertips and on my lips.  And yet, it doesn‘t matter.  She is, once again, 

gone. 

 

I‘m beginning to think we really should talk one of these days. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

New tactic? 

 

Following the deluge of delights, it‘s silence once again for two solid days.  Not a word; not even 

a ring.  In the meantime, my testosterone is bouncing.  Add random, chaotic ricocheting off the 

wall to the forward, circular and elliptical motions of the planet, and I‘m ready to fuck or kill 

anything that moves. 

 

Then she calls…wants to come over…wants to talk.  At last, I think, dialogue! 

 

She‘s here within minutes and seated in my garden room.  In glass rooms like this one, people 

don’t get stoned I think.  I offer tea, instead, which she consents to take. 

 

I wait, hover really, while she sips.  ―So,‖ I finally say.  ―What‘s doing?‖  English idioms are not 

her forte I realize as she gazes back at me in stunned silence—and so I re-phrase.  ―Perhaps you 

could tell me what you have in mind.  Perhaps you could make some sense of this, uh, 

relationship we have.‖ 

 

I can see from her gaze now turning inward that some of my words are not striking up the band.  

Or maybe they are—but in the wrong key.  In any case, I stand up; walk to my library; take out 

my English to Russian dictionary; blow off the dust of years‘ neglect; walk back to my little glass 

house; sink to my seat.  When in doubt—I think—consult.  I have a hunch this particular book is 

about to become my new best friend.  It will save us from pitfalls, hurricanes, volcanoes, 

earthquakes, maybe even asteroids and meteors of misunderstanding. 

 

I translate—clumsily, though adequately and sufficiently—and she smiles in understanding.  

Then she lets me have it with both barrels. 

 

―I think relationship good for sex and language,‖ she says with the ―r‖ in relationship sounding 

like the rumble of a real volcano.  I don‘t mind admitting, I also like her particular susurration of 

the letter ―s‖ in sex.  Who wouldn‘t?  But ‗good for language?‘  What can she mean?  I ask for 

clarification. 

 

―I think you good for my language.  For to improve my English.‖ 
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So that’s it.  I‘m to be her TESL boy-toy.  Are there fates worse than death, and is this one of 

them?  ―Let me think about this for a while,‖ I say.  ―‗K?‖ 

 

I mean—just between you and me—the concept is a fresh one.  And while I don‘t want to appear 

mean-spirited, keeping the emotional and the libidinal in separate compartments in my current 

mental circus is no longer quite so easy.  She smiles again, lips pursed.  I already know what 

wonders those lips can perform and am eager for another recitation.  I could eat leftovers a life 

long from this woman‘s lips and never tire of the regimen. 

 

―Well, what are we waiting for?‖ I ask as she slams back the last of her tea. 

 

―Ничего,‖ she answers as she stands up, kicks off her sandals and slips out of her slinky. 

 

It’s going to be another pleasant sunset, I surmise as I return the dictionary to its place on the 

shelf.  Consultation concluded, the time to dally, I think, is done. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Why doesn‘t it surprise me that Girl from Baku has neither called nor shown her vigorous self in 

several days?  I‘m thinking it may finally be time to face facts and spring clean. 

 

There‘s little to dispose of.  GfB (time, too, I think, to reduce the moniker to a monogram) left 

scant of herself behind.  With hygiene impeccable, she left nothing to shake from the sheets 

before I prepare to hand them off to my Chinese launderette.  Translucent green slippers are the 

first real memento to go.  A later inspection of bathroom yields—how could it have escaped my 

attention up till now?—portable toothbrush in translucent green, economy-sized carrying case. 

 

The efflorescence of green plastic jolts my memory back thirty-one years to another place and 

time:  Vienna and the Goethe Institut; second-level German and my first real story—by either 

Günther Grass or Heinrich Böll, I can‘t remember which.  Something titled, I believe, 

―Weihnachten das ganze Jahr‖ (―Christmas All Year ‗Round‖).  In which, in order to stave off 

depression, the protagonist refuses—week after week, then month after month—to retire the 

family‘s Christmas decorations. 

 

 

I‘m still not certain I‘ve got it right.  What I distinctly do recall is the labor of pushing around 

nouns, subordinate verbs, adjectives, articles.  Then of holding the whole tedious load aloft until I 

could finally get to the principal verb at the end of a sentence and know how to dispose of the lot.  

Before moving onto the next, that is.  German, a manly-man‘s language—and so, not for the 

weak of mind, the soft of heart.  For that, there‘s Russian—a man‘s language, certainly, but the 

language of a man with two hearts, two souls, two tongues.  In sum, a woman‘s language with its 

soft sibilance, curvaceous letters, rumors and whispers between consonants and sheets. 

 

At this point, there remains nothing but the sheets. 
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I drop the portable translucent green slippers into a bag and remember, in the same instant, 

striking streaks of red in GfB‘s hair.  Hair on head, that is.  Pubic hair—to my despair—too 

assiduously shaped, suggesting former foreplay in which I‘d clearly not participated.  Red hair, 

green accoutrements for teeth and toes.  Christmas all year ‗round.  Would‘ve been; could‘ve 

been; should‘ve been—had GfB not simply up and bounded.  To bond with me no more. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

En route to the corner Laundromat, I think back lasciviously to her thong—a sliver of a thing out 

of which she used to slink.  Easily, quickly and with practiced hand.  No muss, no fuss.  But now?  

Now, that particular show ‗n‘ tell is done, over and out. 

 

The mental jog skips me back thirty-seven years.  My mind‘s like an old LP now, scratched and 

nicked, needle upon it jumping every which way.  I‘m sitting in history class.  Patti—my first 

muse—wears pink.  Pink Patti stands to make a point.  My eyes first bob, then fall like lead 

sinkers.  When she sits back down, I lean forward and my mouth makes one of its first terribly 

swift blunders. 
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―I like your panty-line,‖ I whisper.  The back of Pink Patti‘s neck turns crimson.  At lunch, I 

notice, Patti‘s nowhere to be seen.  Later that same afternoon, I catch sight of her standing in 

front of her locker.  Same pink, but now over the camouflage of a slip, to the detriment of a soft 

panty-line.  And so it‘s my turn to blush.  Not only then, but now.  Funny how a blush can 

sometimes last a lifetime. 

 

As can a scream—however silent, alone and in the desert. 

 

My best friend in junior high school.  We were on the swim team together.  Our daily ritual 

included a walk to Burger King following after-school practice.  A whopper, coke and fries to 

replace the calories we‘d just burned.  Always the same food, but never the same jokes.  Eddie 

was a natural.  His mother—a Southern Belle from the old school—smoked a pipe.  Brewed us 

fresh tea whenever I‘d come to visit; and so, often I came.  Tea, to me, was plusher than punch.  I 

came for the tea, for Eddie‘s jokes, for the smell of his mother‘s tobacco. 

 

Fresh outta college, I was, but without two nickels to my name—and waiting tables at a restaurant 

in Nashville, Tennessee—a million miles from home.  Dressed, I was, like a peacock in tux and 

ruffles—too absurd for words.  I walk up to wait on a new party of two.  It‘s Eddie‘s father—a 

traveling salesman, but not Eddie‘s mother—who, I imagine, is presently at home with pipe and 

tea.  I blush; he blushes.  His dinner companion?  Already wearing rouge enough to render a 

blush redundant. 

 

Years later, I get the news through the grapevine:  Eddie found his desert in Arizona, drove out, 

put a shotgun into his mouth, told his last too trigger-happy joke. 

 

Life‘s like that sometimes.  And when it is, I suppose, a guy‘s just gotta take the bullet by the 

horns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

At the Laundromat, my nose gets tweaked by odors of detergent and fabric softener; ears, by 

wooshing sounds; eyes, by neatly-folded towels, shirts, bed sheets, ladies‘ dainties.  The 

olfactory, aural and visual ensemble knocks me over like a cinnamon bun, and I‘m once again 

back to soft memories of GfB and of her cleanliness. 

 

So clean she was—almost too clean.  I like a bit of musk, a hint of femininity.  If my nose doesn‘t 

flare up when a woman passes, it‘s only because I‘ve learned to keep my animal in check.  Eyes 

may still ogle that woman‘s calves as we climb the stairs from subway platform to street level, 

but I‘ll keep my flares and thoughts to myself. 

 

I decide to go for a walk in the park—and so, sludge through two blocks of subfusc gray and 

brown—the drub drab of Sunset Park asphalt and concrete—only to enter into a small, 

celebratory world of green. 
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―Bud,‖ I whisper to myself.  Followed by ―bloom, blossom‖ a sprig-whisper louder.  Spring, I 

find, explicates the plosives. 

 

The first season of the new year is dependable, regular, right as rain.  No one should bustle in 

spring.  No one should have to cut logs, push paper, clean toilets in spring.  We‘re animals, we 

are, and ought to be outside, free and unfettered.  Spring is the time of year at which we should 

bop.  Spring is the whole burst of being—while summer, fall and winter are mere bellhops to 

spring—the real deal.  The worst thing in spring?  To be alone, without a mate, matchless—and 

without a sprightly, sprawling, springtime partner. 

 

Which may explain why women‘s hems rise; neon glows brighter; timecards get trivial; and 

couples grow feckless, then reckless, then wreck on ridiculous shoals. 

 

I think it‘s fair to say I miss her. 
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GfB was, among other things, a story-teller—and so, would murmur little stories, tiny vignettes, 

in bed.  Stories the size of postage stamps, which she‘d send whisper-mail straight into my ear. 

 

At first, her story-telling frightened me.  I thought these were true confessions tweaked out in a 

moment—or in the momentum—of passion.  They frightened me, but also made me sad.  I hate 

stories of child abuse.  I have two of my own—children, that is—or had.  I hate the thought of 

children locked behind doors, up in attics, down in cellars, in dark places with no exit.  I hate 

almost as much seeing a mother abandon a child on a subway platform, in a grocery store, even if 

only for a moment ―so as to teach him a lesson.‖  Don’t you know—I always think, but keep to 

myself—the damage you do?    No good can come of this.  None!  You’re driving a stake through 

that heart.  At the very least, you’re rubbing it down with sandpaper.  Making it coarse, 

unfeeling, incapable of feeling. 

 

GfB‘s mother went to prison when GfB‘s heart was still quite small.  To prison for writing letters 

for analphabets—a strictly forbidden activity in (then) Soviet Azerbaidzhan.  To prison for 

writing letters for analphabets in order to supplement an income from a government job.  Why?  

To feed her only child.  To pay for piano lessons for her only child.  To feed both the stomach 

and the mind of her only child.  She didn‘t abandon that child—not willingly.  A Soviet Azeri 

judge did that for her. 

 

And then her father followed suit. 

 

GfB consequently grew up with an aunt.  Had no friends to play with.  Had only Auntie and 

books.  Grew up with stories and Auntie.  Learned to amuse herself with Auntie, books and piano 

lessons. 

 

Her first story to me was of a piano teacher—who, while she fingered the ivories, fingered her.  A 

story of a wee girl on a piano bench I did not like one wee bit.  It made me squirm uncomfortably 

atop GfB.  Made me in that moment not want to make love, but rather to talk of love.  Made me 

want to protect and undo the damage—knowing full well I could never undo it.  That‘s when I 

told her, a second time, that I loved her.  Following which, in short order, she was up and out.  

Gone.  Puff! 

 

I suspect my confession spooked her.  When the wounds run that deep, they‘re not just ravines, 

but Grand damned Canyons of despair.  There‘s no filler, words, caresses, hold-me-tights fit 

enough to bring those canyons up to grade.  Looking up at loving, caring eyes leads to a kind of 

vertigo, a dizziness, a fear of falling.  But more than a fear of falling, a fear of one‘s own wish to 

fall.  That‘s what true vertigo is.  That‘s what standing on the precipice is.  The fear of wanting to 

jump in love. 
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Fear of jumping in spring?  What could be more unnatural?  From the clang of the original Big 

Bang to the quieter ping of the present spring, it all flows—or should flow, like light—as day 

follows night, and sun the moon.  She was my moon, GfB, however small and transient her orbit.  

I liked feeling the reciprocal gravitational pull—if only for a few days, a few minutes, a 

cosmological tick in the long tick-tock of time. 

 

I notice I‘ve already begun to speak of GfB in the preterit, the simple past.  The preterit is neither 

an imperfect continuous (grammatically speaking) nor either of Frank R. Stockton‘s two doors 

(epistemologically speaking).  It‘s more like a hammer to a nail—rather than a lady or a tiger—

whose sound is ―thud.‖ 

 

Later this evening, I slip out to discover an almost new moon, which is visibly little more than a 

sliver, and which reminds me that I‘m still blocking her sunlight.  I‘m a much older planet, while 

she‘s a youthful lunar murmur aching to shout.  She‘s generations and parturitions apart from 

me—at least for now.  In a few more years, she‘ll be—by any cosmological measure—a fraction 

of a fraction of a second younger than I.  We‘ll be separated in cosmological time by far less even 

than the space of a hiccough in earth time.  But for the present earth-time moment, we might as 

well be light-years apart. 

 

The phone hasn‘t rung all day, and I suspect it won‘t ring tonight, either.  If it‘s ringing on Pluto, 

I ain‘t there.  Even Pluto ain‘t where I suspect Pluto would rather be—namely, making hay with 

Mercury, grabbing alpha rays like warm beach blankets and making hay where the sun definitely 

does shine. 

 

It‘s time to let go.  It‘s time I turned away from the sun, towards Pluto or beyond, and pulled the 

phone jack from the wall.  There‘s no more show.  There are no more conversations—never 

really our strong suit to begin with.  There is no more ying-yang of orbits, no dance of spheres, no 

dawn, no dusk, no stories or whisper-mail.  There‘s now only silence, darkness, and a quiet 

reckoning with this temporary misalignment of two small orbs.  We were—but are no more—one 

miniscule bump in the greater cosmic grind, with but one small shower of dust to show for minor 

machinations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

The sliver was gone tonight when I walked out to look.  Total new moon.  Totally new moon.  It‘s 

so easy sometimes to bargain with jargon. 

 

At heart, I‘m an S&M kinda guy.  ―S‖ when I can get it; ―M‖ when I can‘t.  After all, what is 

―M,‖ really, but a means to an end?  ―S,‖ on the other hand, is the end.  ―S‖ is the way to ―R.‖  
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And ―R‖ is the only thing nature cares a wink about.  So it‘s ―S‖ when I can, ―M‖ when I can‘t, 

and all in the service of ―R.‖ 

 

It‘s now 5:20 a. m. and I‘m on my merry way to work once again to make ―M‖.  I‘m riding, quite 

by coincidence, the ―R‖ line, on which almost everyone is asleep.  Maybe dreaming of ―S‖ or 

―M.‖—either way, in the service of ―R‖ (and I don‘t mean the train).  Me?  Today?  Bright-eyed 

and bushy-tailed.  It‘s my first day back to work, hence back to ―M‖—which means, ultimately, 

back to ―R.‖ 

 

Maybe it‘s time to decode.  ―S&M?‖  Sex and money.  ―R?‖  Reproduction.  Let‘s not kid 

ourselves.  If I‘d had money, and oodles of it, GfB would‘ve been much more than a mere tickle 

in the night.  Just ask the Mayor—who ain’t, by the way, on this ―R‖ toy train now at 5:40 a. m. 

waiting dumbly to transfer at Atlantic Avenue to a ―4‖ or ―5‖ into Manhattan for a real train I‘d 

originally hoped to catch at 5:46.  That train which Hizzoner also ain‘t on will be long gone by 

the time I reach Grand Central.  First day, late to work.  Not a good sign—my present (and, I 

hope, still future) boss will no doubt think.  But I trust this one will be forgiving—unlike my last, 

who gave me short shrift, then no shift, after less than two weeks on the job. 

 

A peach, the former brief boss was, of the Flatlands variety.  One of the four bros of Dragonetti 

Bros, and a hoot.  Summarily dismissed, I was, for watering the plants too much—when what I 

suspect he really wanted to say was I was a misfit, an alien, a stingless, wingless wasp in his 

garden of unearthly delights.  And so I got smoked out.  Stingless, wingless, and then, once again, 

broke.  He even kept my last paycheck, the fucker. 

 

Now, however, I‘m back on track and on the 6:46 to Brewster.  To waspland, where I—heavens 

be blessed—won‘t have to feel so much like an alien.  And where ―watering the plants too much‖ 

isn‘t likely to become any more of an issue than blue eyes and blond hair and a mouth that 

mercifully covers all consonants.  Nor will I once again have to read between the lines on guys 

sounding like chipmunks cracking walnuts through a mouthful of axle grease. 

 

Much easier on the ear—the sounds of these train stops (Valhalla; Hawthorne; Chappaqua; 

Croton Falls) in the land of hills and dales and falls—than those of the former commute (Coney 

Island; Nostrand; Uttica; Ralph) in the land of flat.  At least to my ear.  Here, ―r‘s‖ and ―th‘s‖ 

don‘t daunt.  And while I‘m not likely to find a replacement GfB in Hawthorne, maybe I‘ll git me 

a Bitsy, a Becky or a Betty Boop in whom I can abide. 

 

The first day back at work bodes, I think, quite seasonably well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

First day on the job—and I‘m flying up, up and away with Ulnus, Ilex, Acer, Philadelphus, even 

Hypericum hookerianum.  Guys who dream this shit up—pace Linneus—have got to be a tad 

touched.  I‘ve seen ‗Net ads for phone sex more subtle than ―Hypericum hookerianum.‖  (―A 

vigorous 4-foot to 6-foot shrub so very free with its cupped flowers of a rich warm yellow.‖)  Or 
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maybe, like me, they‘re also feeling the lack of a GfB—and so, searching in their hearts, their 

minds, their lonesome loins and buttercups for a Betty Boop. 

 

 

 
 

 

One can get deliciously lost in the Latin (Veronica; Vinca; Vincetoxicum), even grow giddy over 

the corresponding English (speedwell; periwinkle; swallowwort).  If I ever again have to listen to 

some pompous ass discourse upon ―value-added,‖ ―cutting-edge‖ or ―price point,‖ shoot me.  So 

what if I‘m making only a fifth of the money?  This money sings. 

 

Oh, to be that glove upon my hand!  Now free and easy in the open air as I nip and tuck a triad of 

Trifolium (clover) while wrestling with the stabilimenta of Argiope aurantia‘s spun-silk web on 

this brisk, dew-wonderful Wednesday morning! 

 

This, I think, is why life was created, is why we‘re entitled to our fifteen minutes on the planet, is 

why trying to thwart ―R‖ is like trying to halt a chainsaw groping for a stick of butter on its way 

to a spread.  Out-of-doors and out-of-walls, there‘s nothing more inimical meets the eye than 

spider webs, lungwort, rosemary and hyacinth.  I breathe the air fandangoed, and my skin sighs 

for a song.  Up ivy braids, down cherry limbs, the warp and weft of Salix (willow)—even Ilex 

(holly)—makes me merry.  Like petunias, like a sun-kissed sunflower seed. 

 

But I wax while I should work.  Work?  

 

In today‘s task, I‘m merely a day-laborer—and grateful to be just that as I prepare beds for a fairy 

garden. 

 

Deschampia (Fairy Grass); Primula veris (Cowslips primrose); Polemonium (Jacob‘s Ladder); 

Disporum hookeri (Fairy Lantern).  And, of course, Heliopsis (Sunglory), Coreopsis verticillata 

(Coreopsis ‗Golden Showers‘!); and Campanula (Bellflower) in abundance for the fairy—

however occasionally kinky the Coreopsis—in all of us.  The visual and olfactory sensations this 

garden promises to one lucky little girl in White Plains put me in mind, once again, of GfB and of 

how—by her own admission—it was the smell of service stations that sometimes tweaked the 
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needle of her meter with longing for the motherland.  Baku:  rife with refineries, gas basket to the 

world. 

 

One woman‘s tar pit is another‘s fairy garden.  And smells—whether of just-plucked rose petals, 

yesterday‘s swamp gas, or the millions of years of ferns, lichens and mosses buried and pressure-

cooked for millions more to stampede out of the sediment as oil—well, who‘s to say what‘s 

perfume to one and putrefaction to the other if each smell, in its peculiar way, brings them both 

back home? 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

I walked through the front door last night only at 9:30 p.m.  Killer-bee hours, these—but for a 

worthy cause.  I may be tired at the end of the day—dog-tired—but at least with this job, stress 

ain‘t the cause. 

 

Work-boots no sooner off my feet than the phone rings.  It‘s too late for most telemarketers, but 

still too early for the kiddoes to be calling to say ‗Nightie-night.‘  And so, I‘m rapt with curiosity. 

 

It‘s GfB.  She asks me—then I ask her—trivia.  After we‘ve had our appetizers, I move on to the 

meat:  ―So, why the call?‖ 

 

She hesitates a moment.  Then:  ―Oh, I don‘t know.  It just came to me in a flash.‖ 

 

I pause on the precipice.  She doesn’t know this idiom I think.  If I had a tic, her answer would‘ve 

toggled it into overdrive.  I reflect further.  Has she been snooping?  Is Calliope (that double-

timing bitch of a muse) switch-hitting on me in the night?  What if GfB’s also scribbling some 

kind of “Malchik iz Brukleen?”  Good thing, at least, I’d showered only minutes before each time 

we’d engaged.  I like futzing around in the soil of flower-beds; I just don’t want to smell like a 

gardener in bed-beds. 

 

Long pause pops.  She finally suggests I might be hungry.  I tell her I am—which is true—and 

need to eat something—which is less true.  And although we both know what this call is all about, 

I‘m not about to beg. 

 

We‘re like two fish chomping at the same baitless hook.  Where—I wonder in all of this senseless 

silence—is the worm? 

 

We bid our adieux and hang up.  But now I know the truth of it.  On a Thursday night, GfB is 

lonely—or has an itch needs scratching.  Which means she ain‘t gettin‘ boinked by another.  Or if 

she is, he ain‘t no Geronimo. 

 

This time—I think—my hammer‘s gonna beat to a different drummer, a double-time drummer.  

I‘m going to war now, and not just to work.  Fuck the fairy gardens!  It‘s time to start ripping out 

big chunks of the Amazon rainforest.  Time to push forward and take on the heavy lifting:  two-
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hundred-pound trees and three-hundred-pound rocks.  Always, however, with gloves on to keep 

fingers soft and supple for GfB‘s subtler parts.  While behind those gentle pincers, gorilla grips to 

keep the upstarts in check.  GfB‘s my queen, goddamn it!—and not at the bazaar for just any 

young ape to finger and fondle. 

 

I can wait; I‘m not gonna beg.  My aerie had been empty for a long time before GfB first knocked 

on the door.  I can take the wait.  Age and wisdom will trump youth and energy any hook of the 

week—at least I‘d like to think. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Most women—I‘ve noticed over the years—like to do it in the dark.  Sun down; lights out; covers 

up and over.  It‘s a shame, really.  GfB is one of those.  Dora, in college, not only with the lights 

out, but also with one of her always ankle-length skirts on.  I suspect it has something to do with 

self-image (duh!), as modesty in this pinnacle of life‘s parade hardly becomes a woman. 

 

Julianna, for one, didn‘t subscribe.  Julianna—like me—preferred to do it with the lights on—

with all of ‗em on.  Maybe that‘s why I could never get enough of Julianna (quite aside from her 

long-legged litheness).  Julianna, in fact, liked to do it so much in the light, she decided to bring 

the whole fucking business into the spotlight a year into my marriage—namely, at the point at 

which my guilt and I wanted out.  Sure enough, she delivered everything but bunny soup.  Twelve 

years later, the memory of soup still simmering, I suppose, the wife took a hike.  Put the kiddoes 

in a knapsack and just headed out for the hills—the hills, dales and slopes of Brooklyn, that is.  

While I slinked away to Sunset Park—really more anemic than scenic, this particular esquina de 

Brooklyn. 

 

It sounds easy enough now.  It was anything but, then.  Let a guy get used to some domestic, and 

he collapses when the wife pulls out the poles—and his tent right with them.  Did I screw up right 

at the get-go?  ‗Course I did—and never denied it.  No kids in sight at that point, however.  Kids 

came later.  Right down from the stars, they came.  A little twinkle in the night sky less for you; a 

big sun-burst in all of my skies for me.  Kids came down out of the stars, threw dust in my eyes—

and suddenly life was all aglitter. 

 

One shit job after another to keep those babies in bloomers, but no matter.  I guzzled at The Gap.  

A guy who‘d never played with dolls in his life suddenly became a flaming dresser—and 

henceforth, couldn‘t have cared less about long-legged lithesome strangers. 

 

Don‘t get me wrong.  Tits are nice.  Tits are very nice.  T&A of just about any flavor to a guy 

between twenty-five and sixty are fair game.  Younger than twenty-five feels to me like 

pederasty; older than sixty, gerontophilia.  I might move that bar up in the coming years, but for 

the time being, I‘m stickin‘ to my story.  Still, there ain‘t nothin‘ like a baby‘s cheeks when that 

baby is your own.  ―Squeezable‖ just doesn‘t even begin to capture it. 
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I quite understand why wives turn off and mothers turn on when a baby enters the fray.  It‘s only 

natural.  I just think—after, say, five, six years—a woman can start to think once again about 

being a woman, a wife—‗know what I mean?  It‘s great to have babies.  It‘s also great to have a 

mate.  Once a month would be nice.  One or twice a week?  Heavenly—but we can‘t all be 

French.  Once, maybe twice a year?  Might as well just cut it off, zip it up, then go our merry 

Barbie/Ken doll ways. 

 

GfB understands that.  GfB has a kid of her own, now grown, and doing her own bit of boinking.  

GfB may like to do it with the lights out, but she sure as hell hasn‘t forgotten how to be a woman.  

When GfB once came through the front door and wrapped her leg up and around mine, I suddenly 

felt the pleasure of a python—and the squeeze was on. 

 

Now I have the best of all possible—however portable.  When the kiddoes come to visit, we 

cuddle.  They‘re not yet too big, too old, too jaded, to cuddle.  And when GfB comes to visit—if 

come again she does—we‘ll squeeze.  And all, Master Pangloss, will be once again right with the 

world. 

 

I‘m on my way to work again this Monday morning as dawn powders pink.  The eastern sky is 

just an air-brush of blushes as we zippity-do-dah down Metro North‘s yellow brick road.  What 

an hour to be traveling, well-slept!  I feel no envy for truckers at this hour—only pity.  It‘s a 

damnable thing to be on the road at dawn if it comes at the end of a hard-driving night.  But right 

now, for me—fresh out of my bunk and with nothing to schlep but my lonesome on this train 

chugging north—I feel about as happy as a pig with wings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

At 4:50 this a.m. on a little toy train headed back towards Grand Central Terminal (GCT), a 

woman powders her nose in the corner of the car.  She has no mirror.  Instead, she turns away 

from us and uses the side of the car to catch her reflection.  All of her possessions, apparently, in 

four very flimsy plastic bags.  She‘s trying to hold her life together through four bags, no private 

space to primp in, no mirror even.  And I think I got it tough?  Clearly, life fights on in this 

woman. 

 

In the almost empty corridors of the Atlantic/Pacific Avenue stop, some guy‘s playing an odd 

fucking Chinese stringed instrument—just the same three chords (if chords they are) over and 

over again—and I‘ve seen some odd fucking instruments in this town over the years.  Sometimes, 

I think—and even if only atonally—life plays on in anomalous instruments. 

 

Real-life Franny and Zooey sit across from me on the #4 from Atlantic/Pacific into Manhattan via 

some tunnel under the East River.  Does anyone other than the MTA really know where the fuck 

this tunnel is, topographically speaking?  Franny‘s got a piquant mole on his chin, tight little eyes, 

big grin.  Zooey, meanwhile, is one monolith of a questionable sex and must weigh twice me.  

Neatly coifed and sporting a kind of funky herringbone two-piece suit plus big, loopy gold 

earrings.  Life bojangles on right here in River City in the early spring of the year 2005. 
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GCT, normally a beehive of human activity, is virtually empty at this hour—but for the odd-lot, 

early-morning straggler, the extra security personnel, the ridiculous flags.  Wazzup with the flags 

and the extra personnel? I wonder.  Who the fuck is kidding whom? 

 

Don‘t get me wrong.  Osama bin ain‘t no Aladdin.  But this ubiquitous security shit has got to go.  

It‘s a fucking nightmare—and an expensive one.  We‘ve become a nation of hyperventilators.  

Send in the Swedes, for Christ‘s sake; they‘re certainly good for something or other.  Get a read 

on this fucker.  Mohammed didn‘t go to the mountain for the likes of Osama bin.  But he also 

didn‘t go to protect the status quo.  Any more, any less, than Dr. King. 

 

Life, as Mohammed well knew, needs to move on. 

 

So let‘s move the fuck with it before the mountain crumbles and takes us all down.  ‗Fact is, if we 

don‘t find a way to rectify things with the likes of that little lady and her four plastic bags—not to 

mention the Osama bin fucking Ladens of the world—it‘s gonna be curtains long before a 

random meteor does us in.  And then, we can all mosey right back out to the stars. 

 

Nature doesn‘t really give a fat fuck about a particular species, genus, family, order, phylum or 

even kingdom.  Nature really cares about only one thing—and about that one thing about as much 

as you care where you‘re gonna drop your next shit.  That thing is life, ―R‖ for reproduction.  But 

whether lichen or human don‘t make no nevermind to nature.  The primordial soup is full of 

interesting mistakes.  We‘re not the first.  God knows we won‘t be the last.  So let‘s get movin‘ 

now—before nature moves in and moves us the fuck out for something better, something a little 

less cosmologically silly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Cell phones for språk and/or for games galore on this commuter train.  I‘ve noticed it since I first 

started tripping north and then back down south at the end of a workday.  What the fuck is it with 

these electronic tinker toys?  Are folks so afraid of the silence, of their private thoughts, they 

can‘t go without språk for an hour or two?  The sight and sound of ‗em puts me in mind of babies 

who quick grab their genitals when they feel stressed and can‘t find a nipple. 

 

Besides which, do these folks really think the rest of us wanna listen to half of their conversations 

or the incessant dings of their games?  Do they have any idea how absurd half a conversation 

sounds?  Or that one is then left to imagine the other, silent half as at least twice as repugnant?  I 

mean we‘ve all heard at least once in life ―Still waters run deep‖; ―Silence is golden‖—or, for the 

less proverbially inclined:  ―Shut up and kiss me, stupid.‖  No doubt every language has some 

equivalent of the English.  I figure French has got to have something like ―Be still, my little 

cabbage, and fuck me s’il te plaît.‖  Which explains why they‘re gettin‘ it, while we‘re most of 

the time just thinkin‘ about it.  Cordiality goes a long way in the service of sex. 
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These cell phones?  Anything but cordial, and they could do us in long before Osama bin or a 

random meteor.  I wonder if they‘ve got ‗em on Pluto.  If they do, I definitely ain‘t goin‘—even 

to pick up a long-distance call from GfB. 

 

Is this beginning to sound like a political harangue?  Sorry.  ‗Cause all I really want is meringue, 

Marengo and cha-cha-cha.  I fucking hate politics.  I‘d rather be dancing—with GfB, s’il vous 

plaît. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Only one week into this job, and I‘ve already got the pangs.  Mostly, due to lack of sleep—eight 

hours of which in one lying-in would be a thrill.  Trying to bring one home for the gipper on three 

hours a night just ain‘t cuttin‘ it.  But since all work and no play would make little Jack a very 

dull goy, nights, after late dinner, I gotta play—just a bit.  And so I meet up with Martell, pen and 

paper—and we mate. 

 

Poetry ain‘t sex by a long shot.  It‘s pure pink—sometimes purple—collar as I substitute slant 

rhymes for perfect grinds.  If GfB were here now, verite dictu, I‘d say fuck pink or purple and go 

straight for the grinds.  But with no Girl from Baku in sight or on site, I simply sublimate. 

 

Speaking of pink, I see a pinch of it now over the Bronx skyline as we pull out of the 125
th
 Street 

station at 5:55 a.m.  That skyline is still mostly in shadow.  But up above, dawn yawns, then 

stretches, and I think of my babies when they were still babies.  Same slow stretching of neck and 

limbs, fingers and toes as—only days old—they‘d work to get their bearings outside the womb.  

Just lying there in their cribs working limbs like eager little crabs.  Gurgling sounds were the real 

magic.  Gurgling sounds and serendipitous little smiles—neither conscious nor intentional, I 

know, but payola all the same. 
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I don‘t for a moment think the rigors of fatherhood come even close to those of motherhood.  And 

yet, why is fatherhood so easily dismissed as tangential, secondary, only remotely relevant?  

Everything about the role these days seems geared to remind a guy he‘s good only as sperm-bank 

and bread-loaf.  The first is likely to become irrelevant even in my lifetime, as there will be farms 

full of genetic prize bulls for that purpose, all jerking off daily into Petrie dishes in the Insta-

family business. 

 

As for the second, it‘s also becoming largely irrelevant for women who take home their own big 

wad of cash every other week. 

 

There‘s a new order out there in the no-longer-quite-so-wild West.  A better one, perhaps, than 

the one I grew up with.  No world wars or even Cold War now.  No over-present threat of polio 

or tuberculosis.  No separate drinking fountains for whites and blacks. 

 

But also no life-time jobs, no security, no taking a stroll in the park, barefoot, and without some 

kind of homing device (or four) among your myriad other electronic paraphernalia.  You may be 

lucky enough not to step on a discarded needle, and there may be a video camera attached to 

every other tree to watch over you in your after-hours woodlands prance.  But the chances are 

pretty good, if you‘re prancing or dancing in the wee-small, that you‘re white.  The chances are 

also pretty damned good that the folks monitoring those video cameras are black or Hispanic or 

of some other flavor than pure vanilla—and probably, though not necessarily, under-educated, 

under-achieved, and largely indifferent except for the paycheck.  Only a few things have 

changed—though not in the fundamentals—since the days of separate (and never equal) drinking 

fountains. 

 

Dawn today looks a bit like a Turner—life imitating art—which, I surmise, can only be the result 

of a temperature inversion holding onto fog like fois gras this early spring day as we bust out of 

Manhattan and head north into America.  I read a couple of months ago in Bill Bryson‘s A Short 

History of Nearly Everything that Turner‘s tortured skies were the direct result of the 1883 

volcanic eruption of Krakatau, in Indonesia, and that the same could happen to us at any moment.  

Terrorism?  Hah!  A fucking tea party compared with what mother nature could cook up, will 

cook up, is, as a matter of fact, constantly cooking up—albeit quietly.  It‘s only a matter of time 

until Mount St. Helens or—andante ben‘ troppo—Yellowstone blows again.  At which point, 

many thanks, but God will not be sending back his only begotten or anybody else for that matter 

to chauffeur home the remnants.  Good thing Bryson‘s book is not a Nostradamus for Dummies.  

Were it more accessible, I fear, we‘d all either erupt in frenzied orgies or panic at the mere 

contemplation of the possible.  Better, I think, that ignorance and bliss remain fond bedfellows. 

 

Bryson‘s is, by the way, the only book I hide from my kiddoes and hope they won‘t find until, 

like me, they‘ve lived about as much as they care to stand. 

 

As we hurl north today towards Brewster, I‘m already wondering whether this will be my last 

little doo-dah-day.  The new boss fires—then re-hires—with, shall we say, a certain alacrity.  It‘s 

a kind of sick mind-fuck game with him.  But then, I heard just the other day he‘s got a habit—a 

fondness for that special thing about which the whole world would like to sing in perfect 

harmony.  I don‘t know or wanna know.  It‘s not my affair, ‗cept for the repercussions:  like little 

chinks he‘s taking out of my armor day in, day out.  At my age—at any age, really—this kind of 

thing is most unpleasant.  It burns people up and out from the inside, like a peat grove on slow 

smolder.  I just can‘t do it.  I don‘t wanna go out this way. 
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At the same time, it‘s been a solid week since GfB last called, and I gotta come to terms with my 

giddy self-delusion.  It was probably just a post-op check-up on her part.  She is, after all, a 

nurse—so it comes naturally to check in on a patient after a bit of slicing and dicing. 

 

I don‘t mean to sound cynical.  I just feel at an ebb, raw, over-extended and under-slept.  And 

feel, today, especially mortal and ready to shuck off this silly coil.  I‘ll miss the kiddoes, God 

knows I will.  But I ain‘t got nothin‘ more to offer ‗em. 

 

If this job blows, I‘ll likely blow with it.  I‘m just tired of feeling, when all is said and done, 

useless. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

This is my second Monday on my second job in the same month in this, the gardening capital of 

the world.  Not.  Once again, the MTA is… not… being… my…friend!  There‘s no fucking way 

I‘m going to make the 5:46 a.m. out of GCT as it‘s already 5:02 and this ―R‖ train ain‘t even yet 

at Atlantic/Pacific.  That means the 6:46.  Which gets me into Brewster at 8:12—namely, twelve 

deadly minutes late for work. 

 

The debate raging within my already weary Monday morning breast is whether to buy a weekly 

or only a one-day round trip ticket.  Why does it rage?  Two reasons:  (1) I have no money; and 

(2) I may not have this job beyond today—with no real prospects in sight to replace it. 

 

When I say I have no money, I‘m not speaking figuratively.  It‘s one of the reasons the wife took 

a hike.  My last real job ate dust four years ago.  In short order, so did the last of my forties; a 

couple of towers; the house; the savings; the 401K; both parents; the wife; the kids; and then Etan 

after a fling of some bling.  ‗Been jobbin‘ it ever since in an economy that feels more like a poker 

game—a sport and a pastime, by the way, at which I never really excelled. 

 

Right now, I‘m holding five distinctly unmatching cards in a game of Five-Card Stud.  Am I 

bluffing?  You betcha!  I‘ve been doing the draw-and-discard thing with credit cards for a coupla 

years now just to stay in Wheaties.  Next month, the interest on those suckers jumps from ―a low, 

low introductory APR of …” to ―your mother‘s pussy.‖  I haven‘t looked lately because I don‘t 

really wanna know.  Can‘t face that music, too, with everything else that‘s all outta tune. 

 

At present, there‘s $52.93 in savings, $50.08 in checking, and $952.15 available credit in my 

Overdraft Protection account before I hit the bricks.  We‘re ten days away from the end of April, 

and I haven‘t yet paid April‘s $1,200 rent.  (That‘s okay.  The landlord turned the heat off three 

weeks ago, so we‘re behaving as any two clueless gringos would in a Mexican stand-off.  

Meanwhile, the temp outside—which means also inside—has been hovering around the balmy 

forties these last coupla weeks.)  I didn‘t pay any income taxes last year on something like $60K 

of income from jobbin‘, yet I managed to get an extension, maybe until October, before I have to 

meet that little maker, too—with interest. 
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But, like Sarah Vowell, every time I feel at all anxious about my undersized lot in life, I ponder 

Andersonville.  Or Nanking; Treblinka; Sarajevo; Lagos; Calcutta; the Trail of Tears; most of 

Bolivia and Ecuador; all of Yemen, Rwanda, and the Sudan.  Miserable East New York and Red 

Hook right here in Brooklyn.  Or else, I just give a little whistle.  I, at least, still have groceries 

and a working ATM card. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

And speaking of good fortune, I make the 5:46 after all! 

 

(I opted, by the way, for the single day-tripper ticket @ $26.50.  Price cometh before the fall, I 

thought to myself as I stood before the automat.  I knew I couldn‘t really afford that kind of price 

or pride just now—not this Monday morning, this second Monday of my second job in less than a 

month—at least until I could be certain there‘d be a Tuesday job.  And so, instead of bingeing on 

a weekly, I just gave a little whistle.)  

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * 

 

 

 

We pull into Harlem/125
th
 Street and ―rosy fingered dawn‖ uh, fingers.  It‘s not exactly the 

middle one she‘s giving me.  Dawn doesn‘t do that—never has; never will.  And so, whether from 

the window of a train headed north, from the porthole of a ship headed way south, or from the 

judas of a jail cell headed to a dead stop … so long as I have dawn, I have a reason to hope, to 

sing, at least to give a little whistle. 

 

But please, dear God—never let that last window be an oubliette.  First, give me Andersonville. 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * 

 

 

 

I arrive at the work-site, pass by my fellow worker-bees all abuzzin‘, but none of whose eyes 

meet mine—and I know instantly that I did well to buy the daily.  I also realize that maybe it was 

the middle finger all along Rosy Dawn was raising.  Only one Brazilian greets me with a hearty 

―Bom dia!”  It was a small, daily ritual we‘d developed the week before, and I immediately 

realize he‘s out of the loop.  Working-class Brazilians, I think—unlike their Mexican counterparts 

who live closer to us—are still too much in the bush to have mastered the skills of subterfuge, 

camouflage and general urban bourgeois warfare. 
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My path and boss‘s path cross.  I don‘t really need to ask as I already know the answer—can see 

it in his eyes twenty paces off.  But I ask anyway—for fuck‘s sake. 

 

He tells me there‘s no job.  Not for me.  Not today.  Not with him and his company.  Not ever 

again.  That it‘s clear I don‘t know anything about landscaping, and that he‘s wasted the last two 

weeks on me.  The news is not exactly a piñata, and so I don‘t look for a stick with which to 

celebrate.  Rather, I consider for a split second whether I should meet his last quip with 

something Socratically affirmative. 

 

―About landscaping‖—I might suggest—―I know only that I know nothing.‖  My sidelong 

glance, however, takes in the Mexican middle manager who, after having royally seduced me into 

his confidence at the beginning of this exceedingly brief tenure, may—I suspect—have traduced 

me over the weekend to cover up some of his own more egregious gardening mistakes.  The irony 

of it feels and tastes like jalapeño, and my feet and tongue want to shift instantly into flamenco 

mode.  ―Querido jefe,‖ I want to say, ―I no know nothing of nothing about nothing.‖  Problem is, 

the quadruple negative would get me back to a positive—logically and grammatically speaking—

and so I‘d be misrepresenting myself once again in second brief boss‘s eyes. 

 

I really think I‘m done with that shit. 

 

He promises to FedEx me a check.  Offers me a parting handshake like limp lettuce.  I think to 

myself he‘s over-watering his leafier parts, and that he outta fire his own sorry ass for the same 

reason my first brief boss fired me.  I slink out as if Jehovah, himself, had once again parted the 

Red Sea.  No body stands in my way.  No eyes meet mine to impede my egress.  They all know 

where I‘m headed, and no one‘s too interested in tagging along.  This exit, after all, ain‘t Aïda‘s. 

 

I walk back to the station and grab the next train headed south towards Manhattan, then Brooklyn 

and home.  Home this time without bacon or even the promise of, but home nonetheless—where I 

can be alone without eyes averting like nervous bats or bodies parting like the Red Sea. 

 

Goodbye, Brewster.  Goodbye, Bitsy, Becky and Betty-Boop.  Goodbye, all those sweet-sounding 

villages, hamlets and townships.  Goodbye, Westchester and Metro-North Railroad.  Goodbye, 

rent-, tax- and debt service-money.  Heat‘s already gone; groceries will be gone soon enough.  

GfB‘s also already gone, so goodbye, dreams of GfB.  And finally, before I sleep, goodnight, 

moon…goodnight, moon…goodnight, moon. 

 

 

 

# 

 

 

 

On the way back to Manhattan, we pass a ravishingly beautiful cemetery in Valhalla.  Row after 

row of quiet gravestones.  Spring is boisterous all ‗round, but the stones themselves are as quick 

and still as the once possibly wild weed of a man or woman now lying six feet beneath. 

 

In the Bronx, in a few more minutes, we‘ll be passing Woodlawn—another serene beauty.  And 

yet, I‘m not really drawn to either.  We still have miles to go before I see my one and only:  

Green-wood.  If I can‘t have Père Lachaise because I haven‘t earned it—Abélard I ain‘t, and I‘ve 

already lost my Héloïse—so let me at least have Brooklyn‘s Green-wood. 
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Let me also have my epitaph and my own dry stone.  I worked hard at that epitaph, goddamn it!  I 

worked enough at whatever to keep my insurance current so that wife-on-a-hike would inherit the 

premium.  Please don‘t throw my body to the flames again, Vera. Give us a sliver so that we can 

finally have a quiet, well-lit place; so that the kids can come to visit when they want to, and not 

when you think they should come to visit—even if when they might actually come won‘t be for 

many, many years.  Not before they, too, have grown weary, have been hired and fired, have lost 

again, and again, and again.  Not before they, too, feel useless, used up, redundant and out of 

print.  At that point, let them read Bryson, let them know how precarious—but at the same time 

how precious—life is.  That ―R‖ is all that really matters.  That ―M‖ sometimes helps.  That ―S‖ 

is a heavenly way to pass the day in the service of ―R‖ (or not)—especially if they can find their 

own girl or boy from Baku.  That as I lie there thinking about them, I‘ll also try to conjure up a 

smell.  Namely, the one that will bring me, finally, home. 

 

Then tell them, please, how their births filled my eyes with stardust, how I dressed them up like 

pretty little dolls, how when you took them away from me both the scales and the dust fell from 

my eyes and all the colors of the rainbow fell with them.  Explain to them, please, why this stone 

is so small, why there‘s no tomb, why the only thing I have left to give them is all of the springs 

of all of the years that remain to them.  In truth, I have nothing left to give them but my words.  

And my words, even to me, ring now as hollow and vain as that space awaiting me.  But they’re 

all I have left to give. 

 

 

You are, grave girl, my daughter, 

 and you, brave boy, my son. 

No writ shall write—however rote— 

 that felicitous fact undone. 

 

 

From the first orgasmic token 

 till the three of us lie dead, 

our thread shall not be broken, 

 nor the rigor of it gainsaid. 

 

Your sperm are mine, re-booted; 

 your egg, my alter-egg— 

no drop of which shall be denied 

 unless you both renege. 

 

 

You‘re a splash of my libido, 

 a dash of my posthaste, 

a burst of brash albedo, 

 élan vital to taste. 

 

 

You are, bright boy, my soldier, 

 and you, sprite girl, my sun; 

so let the brace of you bestir 

 the tale we‘ve just begun. 
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―Oh, and kids…  De mortuis, nil nisi bonum, however tempting.  ‗K?‖ 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

GfB called last evening out of the wild blue yonder.  We traded trivia once again like a slow 

drip—until she fired up spoon and syringe.  And then came the plunger. 

 

―I went to Miami,‖ she says. 

 

―Hmm,‖ I say, pretending not to notice the drip. 

 

―Four days,‖ she says. 

 

I hesitate, ask the question to which I really don‘t want to hear the answer.  But ask anyway—like 

a convict asking to know his date of execution.  ―South Beach?‖ 

 

―Hmm,‖ she says. 

 

People, I know, don‘t go to South Beach in search of R&R any more than pigs go to truffles in 

search of an education.  South Beach is to the U. S. what Ibiza and Capri are to Europe, Punta del 

Este is to South America.  It‘s a Mecca, though not for Muslims—rather, for happy Hedons, 
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Sybarites, Dionysians. 

 

I play my last card.  Feels like a death sentence—my own—even to me. 

 

―Well,‖ I say.  ―I guess you didn‘t get—‖ and here I let the planet‘s rotation take with it my 

parting shot.  What she might‘ve gotten, I know, could very easily have been a Mr. Goodbar.  But 

she‘s clearly alive, audibly unscathed, possibly once again lonely.  Why else would she be 

calling?  I want to tell her to wake the fuck up!  At forty, she‘s on the crest.  The fall, I fear, is 

going to be precipitous.  But I know, too, she doesn‘t wanna know—from falls, that is, unless 

they‘re Croton—which, unfortunately, I no longer have ―M‖ to conjure up. 

 

She gives me a new cell phone number.  Suggests another walk sometime soon at the Brooklyn 

Botanic Garden.  I love botanical gardens.  She knows I‘m a sucker for ‗em.  For ―S‖ and flowers.  

Birds and bees.  The whole ―R‖ thing—whether of flora or of fauna. 

 

I agree and say ―g‘night.‖ 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Today, the kiddoes come to lunch.  Spring break for them; dreary job search for me once again.  I 

invite them over for popcorn shrimp and Gatorade—their favorite—in my little garden. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

After lunch, I let my guy watch Bertolucci‘s ―The Dreamers,‖ then sit down with my girl to edit 

her piece for Stone Soup and to teach her all about the rigors of a self-addressed stamped 
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envelope.  The standard abbreviation, itself, has something dirge-like if you say it out loud:  S—

A—S—E.   It‘s both the casket and Kyrie eleison of a submission even before an editor‘s had a 

chance to pronounce the corpse of your composition dead. 

 

―An artist,‖ I tell her, ―goes off in search of fame and fortune, only to first learn death and 

derision.  Some come back with glory.  Most, however, come back wearing sackcloth.  It‘s a fact, 

Jack.‖ 

 

She looks at me and blinks.  So young and tender-hearted.  So unfair it is she has me for a daddy.  

However, I at least have the good sense not to let her read Bryson.  She could do worse. 

 

Vera comes calling and we split up.  Women and girls off to a Yankees game in the Bronx; men 

and boys to my little guy‘s own game right here in Brooklyn. 

 

It turns out to be a blustery afternoon.  Already end of April, but feels like the beginning of 

March.  Why the fuck’s the lion still out—I think—when we’re now supposed to be counting little 

lambs? 

 

Early on in the game, I notice two young tykes—cute as buttons.  One looks like a diminutive 

Jimmy Hendrix, albeit white; the other, a miniature Eric Clapton.  Can‘t be more than six, seven, 

but they‘re incredibly good fun with their mitts and ball and bleacher-bouncing.  Young white 

Jimmy sidles up at one point to a woman off to my left:  apparently the mother who—if she‘s at 

this game—is clearly here for an older son.  Mom x2.  She‘s standing, shivering slightly in jeans 

and black sweater.  I do a subtle inspect:  ass like a heart-shaped emerald; tits like tiny topaz.  

Nice, lively black hair.  Good angles and definition in a face that says early forties while the 

body, the body, says ‗come on over and shake with seventeen.‘  Glory fucking Hallelujah!  And 

with two kids!  She may well be one of those Park Slope moms.  But she‘s definitely not one of 

those Park Slope moms who seem to think—like Domino‘s Pizza—that delivery is the crowning 

achievement of life‘s pie.  No, this one apparently understands that the life of a Riley wife 

continues with certain rigorous expectations.  That she‘s a mother—for sure—but that she‘s also 

a woman. 

 

Over the next hour or so, we introduce ourselves and engage in a bit of verbal foreplay.  She‘s 

perky—unlike GfB, so dark, distant and dismal—but otherwise seemingly quite delicious. 

 

Game over, we say our goodbyes—and each inserts the other‘s name into their respective adieux.  

Very judicious—I think to myself.  Our guys will be playing against each other again this season.  

I‘ll keep an eye out for ―Yummie Mommie‖ named ‗Mary.‘  I wonder if she will, too.  For me, 

that is, Dopie Daddy, but just now named ‗Delirious.‘ 

 

My guy and I go for Japanese; it‘s our ritual.  Best little sushi-house in town right there in his 

Windsor Terrace ‗hood.  He goes for Japanese the way oysters go for pearls:  with something 

more than a shrug, something less than shoulders pumping like a camshaft.  We talk baseball, 

school, chicks, and I realize—not for the first time—that I adore this little guy. 

 

At the age of five, he one day wanted to become a paleontologist.  (Five was the age of dinosaurs, 

after all.)  A year later, he learned chess—and then raced up that ladder, too.  I feared for the 

long-term, yet let ―Searching for Bobby Fisher‖ became our favorite movie, and ―You‘ve got to 

go to the edge of defeat!‖ become our personal mantra. 
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A year later, he discovered soccer—and immediately went for the goalie position.  (I liked that—

just as I now like that he‘s the catcher on his baseball team.)  He then discovered in himself a new 

ambition. 

 

―I thought you wanted to be a soccer player when you grew up‖ I said to him one day.  ―That, or a 

chess player.‖ 

 

He looked at me with world-weary eyes and answered unblinking.  ―I wanna be a thinking soccer 

player.‖ 

 

Now, tonight, we‘re on his floor watching ―Dirty Pretty Things.‖  At thirteen, he‘s already a big, 

tough guy.  A Brooklyn bruiser turning bouncer with only forty pounds and three inches to go 

before he bounces me.  And yet, tonight, he cuddles on my shoulder like the baby I once 

carried—a little football of a thing—from the hospital. 

 

He asks whether we can stop the film mid-reel.  I tell him ―Sure.  No problem.‖  And then, barely 

concealing tears, he asks me whether he can ask me something.  In child-speak, I sense this 

means heavy.  Confession.  Something deep, personal, painful.  Else, why the preamble? 

 

And then he gives it wings.  It‘s something that‘s been bothering me, too, for the better part of 

three years now, but which I‘ve learned to live with.  He asks why he feels compelled—almost 

obsessively (his word)—to call Vera whenever he and his mother are separated.  Then he tells me 

that now even his friends and teammates are beginning to look askance (my word) at him when 

he calls. 

 

I take a deep breath.  I have my own theories, of course—have had since the beginning. 

 

―The thing with the cell phone?‖ I tell him.  ―It‘ll pass.  Another year, maybe two.‖  But what I 

know and keep to myself is this:  the fear, the anxiety, the ear-splitting shriek of a toddler‘s 

universe splitting in two?  That‘ll never pass.  Not really. 
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Which is why I won‘t let him read Bryson.  He‘ll understand then—because he‘s already had a 

taste of it—the flash, followed by the shriek to end all shrieks, followed by the wave of 

destruction, of perfect and absolute annihilation, of an asteroid collision—or maybe even just that 

of a good old-fashioned meteor.  And it‘ll kill him.  It‘ll render him motivationally and spiritually 

dead.  At fifty?  Fine.  But not now.  Not yet.  He‘s eager for the obsessive behavior to end—I can 

tell.  I hear the trembling in his voice.  I hear the suppressed wail just beyond his bruiser‘s efforts 

to bounce it up, up and away. 

 

Then comes the real scorcher—almost in a whisper, as if someone might hear and record his 

sedition.  He tells me both he and his sister don‘t worry about me so much as they do about Vera.  

They know I can manage, that I‘ll carry on.  No, it‘s their mother who makes them anxious. 

 

I ponder this one and consider the irony.  I:  the one who can‘t hold onto a job for two weeks; 

who can‘t even pay April‘s rent at the end of April.  Me?  Know how to carry on? 

 

He‘s deflecting.  I know it.  I gotta explain it to him—give him the hard facts, but without the 

jargon.  It‘s not really Vera they‘re worried about.  She‘s fine.  She‘s an adult.  Rather, it‘s the 

possibility of seeing the other half of their universe go bust.  It‘s a new kind of Heisenberg‘s 

Principle.  If by watching her quietly and wondering, waiting, will they actually precipitate the 

outcome they want at all costs to prevent?  Will she up and walk out on them, too?  And, if so, 

when?  How will they know?  How can they anticipate?  How can they prepare?  Can they 

prepare? 

 

They can‘t.  And they know it. 

 

I tell my guy I need a cigarette and he accompanies me downstairs to the stoop.  Doesn‘t wanna 

be left alone even for the space of a smoke.  Hugs me like a teddy bear even while I puff.  I cling 

back knowing this is horrible—that he‘s gonna start associating (if he isn‘t already) warm and 

fuzzies with the smell of cigarettes.  The worst kind of imprinting.  I‘m making a smoker out of 

him even before he has a chance to make a smoker out of himself.  Or not.  And that, I know, is 

unfair.  And yet, I think, Bryson‘s prediction could happen at any second, so WTF.  Let him 

become a smoker.  Let him become a drinker.  Let him become a fucking heroin addict.  None of 

that really matters.  The game could be up at any instant, so what would he be holding out for—a 

long and happy life for fuck‘s sake? 

 

We go back upstairs.  At the instant we walk through the door, the phone rings.  Vera and Alex 

are just a few subway stops away—and so, obviously back in Brooklyn.  He calms down now and 

tells me we can resume the movie—he‘s not upset by it anymore.  He thanks me and tells me 

also—I suspect in confidence—that he can‘t talk this way with his mother, that he‘s glad he can 

with me.  I check, make sure he‘s really okay, then start the reel turning again.  We lie back down 

on the floor.  He cuddles up as before, only more so.  I‘m almost embarrassed to feel how this big 

hunk of a guy can be such a softie.  But I‘m secretly grateful, too, for the cuddle and the candor. 

 

When Vera and Alex walk through the door a few minutes later, I can tell he‘s relieved.  I say 

something about leaving, but he asks me to stay.  At least five more minutes, he says—and so, I 

do.  It‘s not really the film he cares about at this point so much as the cuddle. 

 

When I say g‘night to him ten minutes later after he‘s walked me downstairs and to the front 

door, I think at that moment I may just be one of the luckiest mother-fuckers on the planet. 
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Early Sunday evening when the phone rings.  Can’t be the kiddoes, I think to myself.  They and 

Vera are up in Poughkeepsie with Baba, Dehda and the extended clan to celebrate Russian 

Easter.  Can’t be a telemarketer; telemarketers don’t generally try to move their stuff on Sundays.  

Even telemarketers have a life one day a week. 

 

It‘s GfB.  No preamble this time.  She wants to come calling—but not for dinner, she tells me.  I 

tell her to saddle up and git on over.  Already saddled, apparently, as she‘s here in fifteen minutes 

bearing gifts of colored Easter eggs and kulich.  I quick glance at the Easter bread and eggs, then 

back up at her and ask if she knows what they symbolize.  Does she know what they symbolize?  

Is the Pope fucking dead? 

 

No time for tea, even, and she‘s not mincing words.  Let’s get it on seems to be the message I‘m 

getting, and so I push up and out of the garden room, get undressed, climb into bed.  She follows 

suit, zoot. 

 

Before sliding on in, she pops the question.  ―Did you have sex with anyone since—?‖ she asks 

knowing full well the answer.  ―No,‖ I say—and then without so much as a pause to ponder:  

―Did you?‖  She answers with a shake of her lovely red head. 

 

Twenty minutes later, it‘s like old times and she‘s snarling, sizzling like mercury on a hot pan.  

Sweet Jesus—I think but do not say—has risen again!  Another twenty minutes, we‘re finished 

and cuddling.  Now the glory hour, I think to myself.  But GfB doesn‘t dally.  Gets up; dresses; 

leaves without so much as a До Свидания, мальчик. 

 

That’s my old GfB, I think to myself—though not entirely in rapture.  I would‘ve liked her to stay 

the night once again—just for old times‘ sake.  But it wasn‘t meant to be.  Maybe it‘s never going 

to mean to be anything like that again. 

 

I go to the front door out of which she‘s long gone, see a big, slippery moon mocking, and throw 

the bolt.  My own little resurrection is clearly not yet happening.  I return to bed, slide back under 

the covers, roll the rock back in place at the entrance to my cave, snooze off and fade away.  Over 

and out this too-brisk Russian Easter Sunday. 
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It‘s now two nights later.  GfB has just left—and left behind, intentionally or not, four rings and a 

watch.  Clearly, then, she‘ll be back to pick up the jewelry, maybe also the slippers and 

toothbrush. 

 

Guys—so goes the lore—hate to ask directions.  I‘m a guy; I don‘t hesitate to ask directions.  So 

much for lore.  Guys—I say—don‘t leave behind jewelry if they have no intention of coming 

back. 

 

When she arrived tonight—as she did the night before last, mirabile dictu,—she did the python 

thing again with her leg.  The only thing of comparable beauty, for me, is cuddling with the 

kiddoes.  There is, when all is said and done, still something more to be said for that most 

primitive of primate behaviors:  namely, touching.  Rattlesnakes don‘t do it.  Most of the 

Republicans I know won‘t admit to it.  Europeans seem to do it more.  Given that I spent my 

formative adult years on the Continent, I learned to do it their way.  Liked it.  Brought it back 

with me by way of import—or at least by way of default.  Have felt a bit like an outsider ever 

since, inasmuch as it used to come naturally to me to shake hands at the beginning and end of 

every workday, yet noticed that colleagues here would look askance.  What the fuck—it’s just a 

handshake, motherfucker! 

 

Anyway, she left the jewelry—then called from home to state the obvious twenty minutes later.  

Didn‘t ask me to UPS or FedEx it, so I guess she‘s figuring on a return trip at some point in the 

future.  Thing is, we reached another little impasse tonight.  She came for the same thing she‘d 

come for the night before—and that thing wasn‘t an English lesson.  GfB is pretty clear on her 

priorities these days, and the finer points of English språk ain‘t among ‗em. 

 

Problem is, I didn‘t perform up to snuff.  Didn‘t cut the mustard, if you know what I mean.  And 

yet, I wasn‘t willing to blame it all on my wick alone.  Rather, I called her bluff and read her a 

quiet riot act:  either cut it out with the masturbation, or this Khyber Pass is gonna close down for 

the season. 

 

I‘ve noticed in the couple or three post-marital relationships I‘ve had that liberated forty-

something women have a bit of a problem starting up, sexually speaking, with new.  They 

apparently get into a surgical strike routine on their own that is quite precise—and they don‘t 

hesitate to use toys in addition to well-trained fingers to bomb with.  I can‘t compete—and I 

readily admit it.  I‘ve got only a penis, a tongue, my own fingers, and patience.  But I can‘t 

compete or even hope to improve upon a woman‘s own Mc-Satisfaction.  She wants the 

simulated equivalent of fries and a quarter-pounder with cheese, she can have it.  But not in my 

bed. 

 

And so I told GfB to cut the shit and get used to the idea of running a marathon—or, if she 

couldn‘t, to find someone else to sprint with.  I can‘t expect that every woman I go to bed with is 

gonna be French, but I‘m slowly reaching the point where I‘d just as soon do without if they‘re 

not.  McSex is nowhere.  ―Bryson‘s Constant‖ notwithstanding, I‘d rather be languishing than 

hustling on that come-to-Jesus day when it‘s already too late to print the only news that‘s fit to 

tell. 
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Job interview today at Zoni‘s to teach English as a Second Language.  I‘d seen the billboard in 

the subway; taken down the 800 number; written an email of inquiry to which they replied with 

an invite to come in and interview.  As I fill out the application, a video drones over my 

shoulder—a fashion-show staged by a previous crop of students, some of whom are quite comely 

in a curmudgeonly sort of way, and I wonder with a quiet snigger whether they‘d be willing to 

pay in the same way GfB does for my services.  I can think that, of course, but I dare not suggest 

it since there are all kinds of laws now against trafficking with foreigners.  I swear this is 

beginning to feel more and more like the Third Reich every day—except for the economy, which 

feels more like Weimar. 

 

The going hourly rate for English in Zoni‘s World is, by the by, sixteen dollars.  I wonder if that 

includes a weekly load of laundry.  ‗Cause in NYC in the year 2005, I gotta work an hour for a 

coupla packs of cigarettes.  Another for a toasted bagel.  Okay—a toasted bagel with butter and 

maybe even a schmear.  But no chives. 

 

Five hours for a monthly MetroCard, the pleasure of which is all mine to wait, daily; sweat in and 

out, hourly; get over and through, minute by minute at a decibel level that defies Deuteronomy.  

More devastating to the ear than the noise of the trains, however, is the audio ―quality‖ of the PA 

system.  Coupled with sporadic instructions and notices of track-, route- and final destination-

changes that might be more intelligible if they were delivered in whale-song.  What we couldn‘t 

learn from the French—among other things—about rubber tires on Métro wheels!  That’s a 

civilization.  This?  A loyalty test.  And I‘m feeling more treasonous by the day. 

 

But enough rants about trains.  The interviewer—Sarah—is also a comely Miss—and smart as a 

tack.  Not like so many in this odd position of power who have a job while you don‘t.  She‘s kind, 

obedient, cheerful, thrifty…—all those things a good boy- or girl-scout should be.  And she 

doesn‘t lord it over me like some grizzly goddess-on-high. 

 

I like her.  I‘d like this job—but for the fucking pay, that is. 

 

I meet up afterwards with Tina for the trip out to Brooklyn.  A lovely lady—Tina—from Cobble 

Hill.  She lends me her cell phone to call GfB to arrange our rendezvous at the BBG.  It‘s the 

Garden‘s annual plant sale, members only.  I sneak Tina in under my family pass—she‘s no 

longer a member.  Then, as we‘d previously planned, I go to sneak GfB in, too, under the same 

family pass, but at a different gate.  (Jesus!  No wonder they call this a ―not-for-profit‖ 

organization with sneaky, polygamous little mother-fuckers like me around.) 

 

But GfB and I—it soon turns out—have this problem with språk and directions.  She waits at one 

gate; I, at another.  We wait a hundred and fifty yards (and a universe) apart from each other for 

forty minutes.  Finally, I return to the site of the plant sale; find lovely Tina; borrow her cell 

phone once again and call GfB. 
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She‘s pissed.  ―Where are you? she screeches—sounding too much like those subway cars. 

 

―I‘m here—where we agreed I‘d be.  Waiting for you,‖ I answer dispassionately. 

 

She tells me where she is, and I go to find her.  Tina goes home.  It‘s a breathtakingly beautiful 

afternoon.  Perfect, really.  Almost twilight now in one of the most bodacious botanical gardens 

in the western world…until GfB greets me like a hailstorm.  You would‘ve thought it was my 

fault that after only seven years in-country she can‘t understand ―LET‘S-MEET-AT-THE-GATE-

BETWEEN-THE-MUSEUM-AND-THE-GARDEN.‖ 

 

‗Turns out with further explanation that, after only seven years in-country and all of them in 

Brooklyn, she doesn‘t know from the fucking Brooklyn Museum of Art.  I‘m thinking for the first 

time there might be more amiss between us than a mere language barrier.  Or maybe a little less 

in common by way of cultural consanguinity.  I‘m not, mind you, the museum-hound Vera was 

and is.  But how can you grow up in Baku, get your higher education in Moscow, live now in 

funk city, and not ever hang out for even half an hour in the most holy of local Kultur spots?   

 

Is it possible to be that indifferent to what some of the more gifted specimens of your own species 

have hewn out of stone or laid down on canvas over the millennia? 

 

Sheesh! 

 

We walk back to the plant sale arena in silence.  She buys a couple; I buy a few.  I can tell from 

her glance she‘s somewhat disdainful of my purchase.  I, who have barely enough money to buy 

groceries day to day, am buying almost a whole palette of plants.  Her glance suddenly puts me in 

mind of Dora once again—in college twenty-two years ago—who told me I handled money like a 

third-world country. 

 

GfB has a point.  For that matter, Dora had a point.  I am irresponsible when it comes to money. 

@ $129.75 for plants when I can‘t even pay last month‘s fucking rent; I have no business giving 

advice to anyone on anything. 

 

And yet I gotta say, love comes and goes.  Jobs come and go.  Friends—best or otherwise?  Pffa!  

Meanwhile, gardens are forever.  Ya can‘t eat ‗em, but they sustain when all the rest of life‘s little 

comings and goings definitely do not.  They feed the soul.  And so, better an empty stomach and 

a replete soul than vice versa.  At least for now. 

 

 

On the way to the cash register, we run into Pat—my former supervisor from more halcyon days 

of volunteer service in the BBG‘s Gardener‘s Resource Center—and I introduce her to GfB and 

vice versa.  GfB‘s charm exudes like the crude stuff for which her former refineries are famous:  

black and thick.  Hers is a scowl from which the seeds in prunes would seek shelter.  Pat takes it 

all, ostensibly, in stride.  Yet calls me—out of GfB‘s earshot—a scoundrel anyway just for kicks. 

 

I have such a way with women. 

 

We pay, leave, find her vehicle, drive home in silence.  When we arrive at my place, she 

announces she‘s in a foul (duh!) mood, and that maybe she shouldn‘t stay.  It‘s still a gorgeous 

evening, and I‘m thinking a few minutes in the garden together with a bottle or three of 

Chardonnay will have us skating once again. 
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On thin ice, as it turns out.  I unload my plants, tell her to park her steel and chrome pig (though 

not quite in those words), and then go inside to change clothes out of my Sunday-interview best.  

I expect to hear gentle footsteps coming through the front door at any moment.  When they don‘t, 

I figure she‘s having difficulty finding a parking space, so repair to the kitchen to scooter up some 

edibles. 

 

Twenty minutes later, I go to the front door, peer down the street in both directions, realize she‘s 

not comin‘ back.  The ever-elusive GfB once again eludes.  Another desertion, which she calls to 

confirm a couple of hours later. 

 

This ain‘t lookin‘ too good. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

In other news, my guy calls this evening to tell me about baseball practice, also to relate a little 

tale of contention between him and a couple of his teammates when they passed a homeless 

shelter on the way back from practice—now under renovation not for the homeless, God knows, 

but probably rather for the ever-expanding crop of SUV-and-cell phone-lugging-scum-sucking 

Yuppies moving out to these Brooklyn netherburbs in search of affordable housing.  According to 

Chris (I wasn‘t there, so have to rely on his journalistic integrity), they bantered over the future of 

these particular homeless—now truly homeless and therefore ―free, free at last‖—and he risked 

hoping out loud that the city might‘ve made some other provisions.  His teammates—good 

children of Republicans, which in this particular Brooklyn ‗hood are more rare than fucking hen‘s 

teeth—were flummoxed.  ―Maybe those people should just get a job‖—they said (or something to 

that effect).  My little guy countered that maybe ‗getting a job‘ wasn‘t quite so easy for some 
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people.  And so it went.  Now, at least, I know what their parents really think when I show up 

ever-jobless week after week at his ballgames. 

 

I was proud—and soundlessly tapped the phone receiver in my hand with one little index finger 

to prove it.  Am I raising a knee-jerk liberal?  I sure hope so.  Someone’s knee has gotta jerk for 

these folks in this newer, merciless century. 

 

At the same time, I wondered uneasily:  What is the sound of one knee jerking?  Is he also going 

to find himself quite alone in the coming years?  Is he going to be a leader of lost crusades?  One 

man shouting into the wind, cursing God and man at Yale?  Fighting for those who‘ve 

forgotten—or never learned—how to win friends and influence people? 

 

He keeps a framed picture of my father on his bedroom wall.  I must confess:  I never kept a 

picture, framed or unframed, of my father anywhere.  The first time I saw it, I was dumbfounded.  

My father—speaking of failed Yalies who never quite got the hang of winning friends and 

influencing people—and who, to my knowledge, never once touched or hugged my little guy in a 

grandfatherly way. 

 

I remember now the last conversation we had before he died…  I confessed to him that, on the 

day my guy was born, the only thing more ravaging than my joy was my rage—at him.  As I 

tried, really tried, to understand how any parent could mistreat a thing so pure, so innocent, so 

needy, so all-forgiving and at the same time so desperate for love and acceptance. 

 

At his funeral at sea, my siblings and still-surviving mother awaited with fear and loathing my 

own contribution to the family eulogy.  I had no adequate words.  And so, instead, I read a poem 

by Christina Georgina Rossetti I‘d read years earlier and stored away for that very occasion, then 

concluded my bit like a pathetic little Cicero with De mortuis, nil nisi bonum—Speak no ill of the 

dead. 

 

Minutes later, we chucked roses and ashes overboard—bitter food for the fishes.  The ship‘s First 

Mate toot-tooted his horned equivalent of a twenty-one gun salute, and we sailed back to port.  

Only to make the same journey less than two years later to let my mother‘s ashes once again join 

those of her life‘s partner in the same watery grave.  Together again, at last, and now forever at 

the bottom of the sea. 

 

 

When I am dead, my dearest, 

 Sing no sad songs for me; 

Plant thou no roses at my head, 

 Nor shady cypress-tree: 

Be the green grass above me 

 With showers and dewdrops wet: 

And if thou wilt, remember, 

 And if thou wilt, forget. 
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I crack the front door; reach out with a wary hand through a downpour of chill spring rain to the 

mailbox; flip open the lid; grab a handful of what looks like junk-mail and unwanted catalogues; 

quickly withdraw both hand and contents; then sort through and find a letter with a vaguely 

familiar name at the upper left-hand corner of the envelope.  First time I see GfB‘s name in print, 

and I‘m already wondering even before I open the envelope whether it will be the last. 

 

But I open it nevertheless in heady anticipation. 

 

No note or letter.  Instead, two packets of seeds I‘d apparently left behind in her pig of an SUV:  

ironically, Forget-me-Nots and Money Plant.  I wonder if there‘s a message with the Forget-me-

Nots and, if so, what it might be.  The subtleties that obtain in the Latin Cynoglossum ‗Blue‘ are 

lost on me in my current bluest of blue moods. 

 

The Money Plant seeds abruptly throw me back to the memory of my first bit of treachery.  At the 

furtively innocent age of five, it was, and we lived—at the time—in a big house on a hill on 

Highland Avenue in commuterville, NJ.  One day, my best friend from across the street came to 

visit.  I told him if he put a dollar—his only dollar—in the hole of an old maple we were just then 

inspecting, it would become a money tree. 

 

I blush even today.  Not at the treachery—fairly lame by Brooklyn standards—but that the little 

fucker believed me.  That I got away with it.  And that he ran home, little Johnny did, grabbed a 

dollar—his only dollar—and returned.  We stuffed it into the hole of that old maple.  Johnny 

stood and watched.  Then blinked, I suppose, in expectation. 

 

I explained with the wisdom of my five weary years that ―good things take time.‖  That maybe he 

should go home and I should go to my home.  And that we should let the maple turn its neat 

capitalist trick. 

 

He nodded gravely, then departed. 

 

Once he was out of sight, I took the dollar and went indoors.  Tomorrow is another day, I 

thought.  I‘d have an explanation by the following day if he needed one—if, that is, he even 

remembered. 

 

Now, I think—almost fifty years later—I‘m paying for that treachery, for that first lonely 

deception.  ―The evil that men do lives after them.‖  But the evil that boys do comes to haunt 

them in their manly years.  Comes to roost, then to nest. To lay eggs; hatch chicks; grow into old 

birds; die; fester; rot; become food for worms, for maggots, then just for the ants.  Finally turns to 

dust once again.  Then not even dust. 

 

I wonder if Johnny remembers.  I wonder if he ever even noticed.  I heard many years later he‘d 

gone up to New London to become a Coast Guard cadet.  A noble cause and a feather in his 

young cap.  But then he dropped out in his sophomore year.  That was the scuttlebutt, at any rate. 

 

I wonder if Eddie‘s fate was also Johnny‘s fate.  And apparently also Steve‘s fate—and the fate of 

so many others whose lives I‘ve touched.  Now dead.  All dead.  Or was it rather the hand of Fate 
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in all of those little fates?  I hope so.  Better hers than mine I should think. 

 

And yet I wonder.  So many dead, before their time, whose lives I‘ve touched. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

No call from GfB last night—none expected—and so now it‘s back to jerk-off Saturdays.  

Saturdays?  How about Sundays, Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays?  

And maybe twice a day, some Sundays, just out of spite?  Or boredom?  Certainly not out of 

reverence. 

 

That‘s the problem with jerking off.  It‘s merely a means to an end—the measure of which is 

sadly mistaken.  It has nothing to do with sex or love, and all to do with loneliness.  Pretty soon, 

I‘ll be dipping once again into my file of lovelies; or worse, surfing the ‗Net for strange.  If I‘m 

not careful, I‘ll be leaving myself open to all kinds of e-viruses.  Not much of an improvement 

over the real thing—just slower to terminate. 

 

Surfing for strange is something GfB confessed to me she‘d done on more than one occasion.  

Russian-speaking strange, to be sure.  Ended up one time with a dashing young thing.  So 

dashing, in fact, he expected her to pay for the dinner when they met and compared notes tête-à-

tête.  She didn‘t consent to pay the bill—per GfB—but she fucked him anyway.  Which made me 

quite nervous when I heard it.  Not because she owed me anything like a goddamned a priori 

allegiance.  I just wasn‘t used to digging girls who dug for gold in odd places. 

 

Not since Nashville, at any rate, where even I did it once at naughty nineteen.  Nights, I 

―managed‖ a porn shop on Commerce Street in the capital of Country Music.  Women didn‘t 

exactly frequent porn shops in those days, and I shoulda known better.  Don‘t know if they do 

today, as I, myself, haven‘t been to one since.  She came through the door.  Wasn‘t bad-looking 

whatsoever.  And I was only nineteen and all testy-testosterone. 

 

Long story short, we ended up in the sack.  Next day or so, at my regular day job at Baptist 

Hospital as a surgical technician, I went for a piss—and wanted to tear the fucking urinal off the 

wall.  Then went back into the men‘s locker room and consulted (when in doubt, always consult) 

with my more worldly colleagues, who guffawed. 

 

―Got the clap, Mack!‖ was—in so many words—how they instructed me. 

 

I subsequently went to see a Urologist, who inspected and confirmed.  Then prescribed enough 

penicillin to get the Dead Sea Scrolls up and scrolling again—and so, I was cured. 

 

Next day, she came back to the shop to visit and I thanked her for the gift.  Then, with an air and 

an ear a little less subtle than Sappho‘s, she declaimed:  ―Good!  That means the fucker who 

raped me last night‘s got it, too!‖ 
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It dawned on me at that very moment that I was no longer in Kansas—and that I might henceforth 

do well to return with Toto to tofu. 

 

Now that I reflect on both experiences, I wonder whether my kiddoes wouldn‘t be better served if 

I simply steered clear of GfB.  I can‘t afford diseases in these times of war, famine, pestilence and 

cell phones. 

 

Besides, if that’s what she wants—that, or her own version of jerk-off Saturdays—she can have it 

and count me out. 

 

I recently read William Boyd‘s Any Human Heart.  A beautiful book and a wonderful story in 

which, among other things, he describes the protagonist‘s (and his second wife‘s) designation for 

expresso sex.  A ―five-minute special‖ they call it.  Mutual masturbation?  No doubt.  But when 

it‘s with the one you love, there is, I dare say, a little value-added.  It may just be a question of 

release—a tension teaser for the attention-deficit-disordered in all of us.  But WTF?  It‘s nice 

anyway. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

I‘m up early to grab a subway to my guy‘s ballgame at the Parade Grounds.  Coming up out of 

the far exit at the Fort Hamilton stop, I pass a young lady who looks to be following Dante 

following Virgil on their way down—deep down.  The lady has the aspect of distressed yoghurt 

as she hands me a little thing announcing that Eternal Life is a Free Gift.  I know better.  I know 

there ain‘t no free anything anywhere, least of all eternal life.  But then I flip the pamphlet over 

and see the imprimatur of the International Baptist Church at 312 Coney Island Avenue. 

 

Mirabile dictu!  I think as I have so often in the past where GfB is concerned.  We‘ve come full 

circle and are back looking at Coney Island Avenue—even if only at some of its otherworldly 

paraphernalia.  Maybe all roads lead to Coney Island Avenue.  Or maybe Coney Island—the 

island, that is, and not the avenue—is the new Mecca.  Not South Beach.  And sure as hell not 

Mecca or Medina. 

 

The magnetism of Mecca and of this young lady notwithstanding, I continue on to the Parade 

Grounds and to my guy‘s ballgame. 
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The game (a 4—4 tie pitting fucking fourteen-year-olds against our twelve- and thirteen-year-

olds) now over, I opt to walk through Prospect Park to the subway as my guy takes the slacker‘s 

drive home with Vera.  It‘s a detour, but I decide to take the path around Prospect Lake and up 

the stairs to Lookout Hill—the highest point in the park.  Here it was that I came those many 

nights a little over three years ago, night after night, to walk or sleep; to scrape together a bed of 

dead leaves in which to take warmer comfort than I‘d been finding in a conjugal bed during those 

same late-winter months of 2002. 

 

Was it insane to walk or sleep in a park well after midnight and sometimes until dawn?  Maybe.  

Was I insane to do it?  I didn‘t think so at the time. 

 

Besides, I was reasoning (I thought) quite reasonably well.  A one-time pay-out of a quarter mil 

would go a long way towards feathering the domestic nest.  I might no longer be around to 

participate, but the gonzo premium would at least keep the kiddoes in Wheaties for a while.  And 

so I‘d climb—night in, night out—the one-hundred steps from lake level to the top of Lookout 

Hill in order to tempt Fate.  Was I, too, already a ―dead man walking?‖  I never knew one night to 

the next.  I simply left it up to Fate. 

 

It turned out, of course, that Fate had no such thing in mind for me—she had instead a more 

sardonically riotus rictus punishment in the person of Etan, queen of late-spring, early-summer, 

2002.  And so here I am again, three years later, sitting in the same spot and marveling how life 

persists. 
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I‘d like one day to have a stone in Green-wood.  A stone and a Japanese maple or two.  Maybe on 

a hill, a Highland or Lookout.  But as for my ashes, those I‘d rather have scattered here in 

Prospect Park along with whatever else skitters out of barbeque grills on windy days—to become 

food for mosses, lichens and the odd centipede.  

 

This is the most beautiful park in my known world.  It‘s not manicured like Central Park—far 

from it.  There are no mega-million-dollar hotels or mansions facing any of its five sides (even its 

shape is odd) as there are along three sides of the perfect rectangle that is Central Park.  It‘s a 

quiet place most days, full of dead leaves and wood—a dowager of parks.  I like that—its quiet, 

unpretentious, unself-important stateliness.  It‘s a park for people, and I doubt that too many days 

go by that it doesn‘t host a party for eighty percent of the world‘s languages, most of the world‘s 

known games, all of the colors of the rainbow in popular dress, and every shade from albino to 

ebony in human skin color.  To play in; to make love in; to ―cruise‖ in and sometimes get 

mugged, raped or murdered in; to run, jog or skateboard in; winters, to ski and skate in; summers, 

to swim, sunbathe, barbeque and horseback ride in.  In short, to live and die in. 

 

I wouldn‘t mind dying here one day soon.  Just not today. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Mother‘s Day, 2005.  I saw Vera today when she brought Alex to Chris‘s double header in Bay 

Ridge.  The Bulldogs lost both.  I sense a waning interest on his part, but maybe it‘s just a passing 

thing.  Could be the losses; could be other distractions. 

 

He showed me his portfolio of photographs yesterday during the game at the Parade Grounds.  

Some of them were good—very good.  Better than anything I could have done, and I think I do 

reasonably good work for an amateur. 

 

I like that.  I like that he, at thirteen, may already have a better eye than I do, at fifty-four.  I like 

that he risked showing them to me, which is always a bit daunting for a kid.  But he did.  And I 

told him:  ―Yours are better.‖ 

 

I don‘t like blowing smoke up my kids‘ asses.  I also don‘t mind admitting if they‘re doing 

something I really like.  Especially if I like it more than I like my own stuff.  I hope one day that 

art moves him more than sports.  I like sports—don‘t get me wrong.  I like poetry, too.  Flowers 

and cheeses, both hard and soft.  Good wine.  But I like pizdah more than any of them.  I wonder 

if one day he will, too. 

 

I‘d like both of my kids to become artists—whatever the cost, first to me for as long as I‘m still 

around, then to them once Vera and I are both gone. 

 

Vera told me that Alex has a dance thingie next Saturday that conflicts with Chris‘s baseball 

game.  I told her—within Alex‘s earshot—that it wouldn‘t be a conflict; that I‘d be at the dance 

thingie.  I saw Alex smile to herself.  She couldn‘t help it.  Competition among siblings for 
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parents‘ attention is fierce.  Why‘s that?  Limited resources, I suppose.  But also because they 

can‘t openly admit it.  They can‘t declare war or invade other, smaller countries. 

 

On second thought, older siblings do that all the time.  They do because they can—just like older, 

more powerful countries. 

 

I read Kaplan‘s article today in The Atlantic Monthly.  China will be next.  China‘s a bear, still 

slightly in hibernation, but not for long.  North Korea?  Could preëmpt China, but still too small 

and backward to get all excited about.  In any case, there probably won‘t be a distinct North and 

South much longer.  And then, the whole thing will just become China‘s Sudetenland—while we, 

like Chamberlain, stand by.  Who gives a fuck about the powers that be in North Korea, anyway?  

I certainly don‘t.  People in North Korea—from what I read—live like vermin under Kim Sung 

Fat Filth.  They‘d probably be better off dead if life didn‘t push on so inexorably. 

 

I‘ll miss Japan.  Japan made mistakes—serious ones.  But I‘ve always had a soft spot for a culture 

that appreciates moss gardens.  Japan has that and will continue to have it.  For a few more years 

at least—until either China descends or nature conquers.  Tokyo… ―the city waiting to die.‖  I 

read that bit of moody blue chez Bryson. 

 

Since my guy could first understand English, I‘ve harped and re-harped:  learn Mandarin, for 

fuck’s sake!  Mandarin’s the future!  John Hersey suggested it forty years ago in a little tome 

titled White Lotus.  John Hersey may‘ve been ahead of his time.  That time is coming.  Maybe not 

in our lifetime.  But it‘s coming. 

 

Unless, of course, Yellowstone blows first. 

 

In which case, Osama bin won‘t even be a fuckin‘ footnote, ‗cause there won‘t be any more 

footnotes.  ‗Cause there won‘t be any more history.  Mr. Francis Fukyama, you—like John 

Hersey—may‘ve been way ahead of your time.  But I excuse Hersey, ‗cause he wrote fiction.  

You, however, pretend to write fact.  For just the facts, Jack, read Bryson. 

 

No, Francis.  History didn‘t end with the collapse of the Soviet Union.  History merely took a 

sabbatical with the arrival of MTV.  But old Russia still has a life, even if MTV still needs to get 

one. 

 

And us?  Like old Rome, we‘re sliding.  Sliding fast.  The newer Barbarians are not yet at the 

gate, but they will be soon.  And then?  Nanking?  Treblinka?  Sarajevo?  Kosovo?  Rwanda?  

Pffa! 

 

The twentieth century will be like a fire-cracker next to the hydrogen bomb of the twenty-first.  

Unless of course ―Bryson‘s constant‖ ends it all first. 
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Out of the motherfucking Mother‘s Day blue, GfB calls and cuts immediately to the chase. 

 

―Have you showered today?‖ she asks. 

 

―Yes,‖ I answer truthfully, ―this morning.  And again about ten minutes ago,‖ I lie. 

 

―I‘m coming over.‖ 

 

She comes.  And arrives even before I‘ve had a chance to wash the white off my little lie with a 

second shower. 

 

We climb together down under a canopy of bedsheets—no time or interest in tea—then rock the 

clock past roll for almost two hours until my tongue has lost its will to lick.  Until I finally tell her 

yet again:  ―You‘ve got to stop masturbating.  I can‘t compete!‖ 

 

―But I like,‖ she counters. 

 

No doubt, I think.  ―But it won‘t do,‖ I say. 

 

―But I like,‖ she repeats. 

 

―How often?‖ I ask. 

 

―Daily,‖ she answers. 

 

―Then, instead, come here every night,‖ I say.  She laughs.  Cheaper than visits to a sports club, I 

think.  And much more fun.  Still, she doesn‘t answer.  ―So why do you come?‖  I ask. 

 

―For the kissing,‖ she answers. 

 

Nice, I think.  We‘ve moved, in a swoop, from means to ends, and from fuck and ESL to 

―kissing.‖  If I were graphing this progression, I‘m not really sure how I‘d plot the data points.  

On the one hand, any two dragonflies can fuck—so we‘re way down low on both the X and Y 

axes.  Lessons in English as a Second Language?  There‘d be a bit of a spike.  But kissing?  I‘m 

clueless. 

 

And yet, it makes me feel almost giddy—like a teenager, when to be a good kisser was almost all 

that mattered.  It never really stops mattering, by the way.  It just sort of loses momentum, 

oomph, shazzam—maybe for lack of practice, application, incentive, or because the real deal is 

down there under the Lilly pads. 

 

I suddenly remember Debbie.  Fourteen I was; she, thirteen.  Or maybe the other way around.  

She wasn‘t my first—not by a long shot.  (There was no H.I.V. back then.  Just your routine 

STDs, like the clap—and unplanned pregnancies by the barrel.)  She kissed me in the front seat of 

her Buick next to the baseball diamond, and a whole new world opened up inside her mouth and 

mine.  If GfB knows how to use her leg like a python, Debbie knew how to use her tongue like a 
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cobra—for me, the smoldering mongoose—a veritable Riki Tiki-Tavi.  First smitten, then bitten, 

by lust.  

 

I figure there‘s some kinda future in this with GfB.  ―Okay, I say.  ―Alley-hop.  Kissing done for 

today.‖ 

 

She‘s up, dressed, out the door and gone—all within the space of a sigh. 

 

―Happy Mother‘s Day,‖ I whisper to the moon as I lock the front door. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

GfB didn‘t call tonight—no surprise.  I knew all along she wouldn‘t.  I may sit here and wonder 

minute to minute whether the phone will ring.  But at my age, that‘s not something I should be 

doing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

No call from GfB tonight, either.  I‘m beginning to strike even myself as slightly ridiculous.  No 

matter.  I‘ll get over it. 
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Earlier this evening, back out to Bay Ridge for my guy‘s ballgame.  Cold as a nun‘s nethers even 

if this is the middle of May.  Fucking French and their H-bomb testing in the atolls.  I may love 

their women; I hate their men. 

 

My guy comes over at the end of the game to walk with me to my ride back into town.  A couple 

of his teammates join up, look down at my shoes, see a hole where no hole should be and snicker.  

―Tough times…‖ I offer. 

 

Some of the fathers approach at almost the same instant and join in the fun and frolic.  There isn‘t 

much I can counter with—as they‘re the ones making the bucks. 

 

My guy and I wander off, and he clearly wants to comfort and console.  ―You‘re not poor, Pops.‖ 

 

Puts me in mind of a situation a few months back when we‘d observed something or other—I 

don‘t remember what, exactly, but it was clearly poor, clearly white, rather trashy.  I said to him 

at the time:  ―I‘m poor white trash, too, ya know.‖ 

 

He looked at me, paused, then said:  ―You‘re poor.  You‘re white.  But you‘re not trash.‖ 

 

That stayed with me, needless to say.  My kids have a way of doing that—reminding me that I 

still have a reason for being.  That I don‘t need to feel totally ashamed of who I am, of what I 

haven’t accomplished, of the future I clearly haven‘t got—except for them. 

 

Maybe that‘s all any of us is or has at the end of the day.  Once we‘ve had our chance at the brass 

ring—and missed—we live on through our children.  And so, whatever‘s left, we invest.  Maybe 

this is what it means to be middle-class.  And maybe that ain‘t so bad.  The middle class is still 

ambitious, always nervous, eager to climb up to a more secure rung, ever-mindful of the rest of 

the race clinging to (or rapidly climbing) the ladder just below. 

 

If educated, we try not to be disdainful, still less dismissive.  We want to believe that everyone 

deserves a chance.  The brass ring is, after all, just the brass ring.  It‘s not the Upper East Side or 

a half-dozen points like it around the country—or another dozen or two like it around the globe.  

It‘s not our desire to keep it all for ourselves. 

 

Middle-class means—I‘d like to think—sharing the goods as well as the responsibilities.  Means 

recognizing limited resources.  Means being content with enough, but not demanding all of it all 

of the time. 

 

There‘s nothing wrong with middle-class.  I, for one, would like to see classes disappear one day.  

Would like to see not all the world singing in perfect harmony—as that will likely never 

happen—but would like to know, at least in my lifetime, that no one‘s going to bed hungry.  That, 

as a middle-class American, is my dream.  Nothing else to my way of thinking really much 

matters.  After all, you can‘t eat, you can‘t think.  You can‘t think, you can‘t write poetry.  You 

can‘t write poetry, you can‘t attract a mate.  You can‘t attract a mate, you can‘t reproduce.  You 

can‘t reproduce, there ain‘t no you—or semblance of you—to carry on. 

 

And that‘s all motherfucking nature really gives a fat fuck about.  If she really gives a fuck at all. 
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A call from GfB?  Hah!  Not on your life! 

 

What was I just saying about graphs and axes?  Fuggetaboutit.  Kisses obviously don‘t even 

figure. 

 

I suspect I sit here now like any one of millions around the globe—sitting, wondering, hoping for 

a call from a would-be loved one.  We‘re like birds, we are.  Out here on some branch chirping, 

chittering, chattering—or not doing anything much at all.  Hoping that our colors—or at least the 

memory of our colors—will attract that special mate.  Without which, without whom, life simply 

carries on ever-so-mundanely if at all. 

 

I‘ve worked all day at this silly thing I do—just as we all work all day at these silly things we 

do—so as to come home, wherever home is, to try to make some sense of it.  At present, I‘m 

lucky.  My commute is fifteen feet from the bedroom to a simple table in the garden.  My daily 

preparations are (1) water the garden; (2) clean the table; (3) bring out my chair and laptop. 

 

My world is the best of all possible worlds—and I mean no sarcasm, Master Pangloss. 

 

The world—and especially my own world—may be going to hell in a hand basket.  But for the 

moment, my belly is full, the moon‘s a sliver in the western sky, and the neighbor‘s dogs aren‘t 

barking—which makes it the best of all possible worlds. 

 

We take each day as it comes to us—and then, we make of it whatever and however much we 

can.  I‘m not a fucking Buddhist.  I‘m just a simple Brooklynite.  I‘d be a bona fide Brooklynite if 

I‘d lived here longer—but I haven‘t.  I‘m an interloper.  Neither a wannabe nor a has-been.  I just 

live here. 

 

GfB called a moment ago full of giggles, full of glee.  It would seem that what I have to say still 

sets her kettle all akimbo.  And yet, when I asked her to come over, she demurred. 

 

I would kill for a touch of GfB right now.  Most folks who have that—night after night and day 

after day—wouldn‘t understand.  They simply wouldn‘t. 

 

We primates are at the top of the food-chain.  That‘s pretty fucking hard to argue with— whether 

you‘re in America on Manhattan‘s Upper East Side or in Africa on a line with Lagos clear across 

to the Gulf of Arabia.  And yet, the same kind of yearning is felt—I suspect—all around.  Which 

is why I just called her back.  Said ―Come here now!‖  She laughed.  Said she‘d come tomorrow.  

She doesn‘t understand ―now‖ in the same way I do.  I don‘t wanna fuck.  I just want to have 

someone—preferably GfB—in my bed tonight.  To hold and to be close to.  To fall asleep with 

and wake up with.  ‗Cause life is short.  Either of us could be long gone by tomorrow.  But she 

doesn‘t understand that. 
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She didn‘t come.  She didn‘t even call.  C’est la vie; c‘est GfB. 

 

I go out and turn out the front porch light and close the door.  No further need to leave the one on, 

the other open.  She won‘t be coming tonight.  Just as she hasn‘t—and won‘t be—coming any 

further nights. 

 

I think it‘s a game with her.  It‘s not a fuck, not a language lesson, not even a kiss or a touch.  It‘s 

just a game. 

 

Last night when she called, I capitulated—and did what I swore to myself I‘d never do.  I begged.  

Begged her to come.  I wanted to be close to something other than to my own pillow. 

 

She just laughed. 

 

I keep trying with GfB—and keep failing.  I could pick up the phone right now.  (The temptation 

feels like a need for a hit.)  But I won‘t.  I can‘t stand to beg again—only to be rejected again. 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * 

 

 

 

But then, at about 11:30 p.m., I call her cell phone and get an electronic invitation to leave a 

message—which I do. 

 

Then just past midnight, I call again—leave another message.  This time, I tell her I think we 

ought to just let it all go.  I make a conscious effort not to sound angry or peevish or hurt, but 

instead sober and resolute.  I wish her well in life, then hang up. 

 

End of GfB and end of story?  Who knows?  If I don‘t put an end to GfB, I‘m afraid she‘ll put an 

end to me.  I knew from the start she was wounded and that her wounds ran deep.  I doubt I‘m the 

one to fill them, bridge them, heal them, make them disappear.  

 

What I didn‘t reckon with was the contagion of those wounds.  That they—more like a disease, 

really, than open wounds—would fester onto me and, like a canker, begin to corrode my own too-

susceptible self.  That‘s how it is with an immune deficiency of the heart.  It grasps too easily at 

another‘s straws.  And then, lacking anything more substantial than mud, wonders why it can‘t 

construct and keep a simple hut in which to house both hearts. 

 

I don‘t want to harden mine.  Right now, I want to keep it open, soft and accessible to my 

children.  I want them to be able to climb right in whenever they feel the need for protection or 

maybe just for a cuddle.  Yes, Carson.  The heart is a lonely hunter.  Lonely, and hungry—always 

hungry.  But mine is not one that clamors for crowds.  It clamors, it moans, it groans for the beat 

of just one other.  (Well, three others if I count my children.)  And so if it can‘t be GfB‘s, I‘ll be 
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content to wait, to put it on a high shelf and keep it protected from the elements.  From the rigors 

of a world that—like abrasive mothers who know only of sandpaper solutions—would slowly 

wear it down to pulp. 

 

I will not have a heart of pulp. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

This evening, I walk outside at 10:40 p.m., find no moon to muse upon— and so, let my thoughts 

turn to evil. 

 

No doubt, she‘ll call again.  Sooner or later, she‘ll call.  If there‘s one thing I can finally predict 

after these several months, it‘s that GfB always has to have the last word.  That‘s pretty much the 

rule with people like her.  They just want to make sure. 

 

And yet I realize how easy it would be—if I were so inclined—to send her to the brink.  I could 

easily turn the tables and tell her that it‘s not my insecurity.  That it‘s not my desperation that 

leads me to say the things I said last night in my voicemail message to cut us off.  But rather—

that harshest of all insults to a younger, still hopeful woman.  I could tell her that it‘s just not 
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working because she‘s... but I won‘t.  That would be a cheap trick. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

It‘s been several days now without a call from GfB.  I suspect my last message finally hit home.  

When I get a late-evening call now, I may hope—but more realistically suspect before I pick up 

the receiver—that it‘s from one of my kids.  When it is as I‘d suspected, that‘s fine.  It may not 

produce fireworks—which is to say, a certain adrenaline rush in anticipation of a late-night visit 

for a simulation of ―R.‖  But that‘s okay.  There‘s a certain soft sibilance in the goodnight words 

of one‘s own children that results in a similar—if less intoxicating—rush. 

 

I had to deal today with more parental concerns. 

 

With Chris, following back-to-back ballgames, regarding his curiosity about women‘s (girls‘) 

erogenous zones.  We spent a good hour and a half on the subject during Alex‘s softball game.  I 

explained to him about earlobes, napes of necks, backs of kneecaps, eye of newt, leg of frog—

and, of course, between the ears for the softest, most excitable spot.  Shakespeare and Grey.  

Poetry and anatomy.  I‘m not really good for any more than that these days. 

 

 

 
 

 

And then with Alex, because she fell for an Internet appeal for a girl who was allegedly dying of 

lung cancer—from second-hand smoke, don‘t ya know. 

 

Explaining women‘s erogenous zones is easy.  Explaining how unscrupulous adults can use 

seemingly childlike prose (but not quite) to wheedle their way into a child‘s mind to wheedle out 

sympathy, support, money—is less easy. 

 

Parents want to protect their children with some sort of ―Parental Control?‖  Hullo?  Get fucking 

real!  There is no such thing as ―Parental Control.‖  The world now moves much too fast for 
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parents, for Customs Officers, for government censures, even for tyrants—and thank God for 

that!  What my children will find out on their own—unless, of course, I want to home-school 

them in what I think is important—is going to slay whole Roman legions of my defense.  It‘s 

over.  It‘s the fuck over.  Reckon with it. 

 

The ―parent‖ of the future—to my way of thinking—is one who‘s going to be willing to answer 

questions straightforwardly, sugarcoat nothing, suggest nothing, be ―all-knowing‖ of nothing, yet 

inspire by example.  The last is, of course, not new.  As a matter of fact, the whole deal is—and 

has always been—to inspire by example.   

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

I log onto AOL tonight, and the first thing that pops up on my screen screams ―SEE-THROUGH 

SECURITY.‖  Bad enough, I think.  But worse still are the x-ray-like jpegs.  The body of a 

slightly repulsive male (I assume) with the dark, dark shadow of a gun lodged between what 

should be sexy dimples at the small of his back.  At least as conspicuous as the gun is the inner-

tube of fat around his waist that no x-ray machine can ignore. 

 

This, I think, is not pretty.  The imaginary gun doesn‘t upset me nearly so much as the fat.  The 

fat is real.  The fat can‘t be planted, while the gun can.  If we had a Fat Bureau of Investigation, 

we‘d have a bureau full of happy campers—all busy, all legitimately earning paychecks, all doing 

what needs to be done. 

 

Instead, we have a Federal Bureau of Investigation—which is, clearly, a joke.  The Feds aren‘t 

going to find terrorists—except in movies.  The Feds aren‘t even going to find fat people, because 

that‘s not their mandate.  We could save a lot more Americans by finding, identifying, finger-

printing and incarcerating fat people because, at that point, the finger-pointing at Arabic-speaking 

folks would stop, and the finger-pointing into the bellies of fat people would start.  Fuck!  Finger-

pointing wouldn‘t even be necessary.  The fat would speak for itself. 

 

But—apparently—fat speaks to us.  Fat—in some atavistic corner of our little brains—says 

survival.  And survival is what it‘s all about. 

 

Don‘t get me wrong.  I don‘t have anything against fat people.  At the very least, I don‘t have 

anything more against them than they have against me because I‘m a smoker.  I love my cigs; 

they love their food.  That‘s fine.  Where I get into difficulties with them is if they also drive a fat 

SUV or hog a cell phone.  Where they get into something of the same with me is that I look as if I 

still intend to have sex. 

 

We don‘t have to talk about it.  We just know it, recognize it at a glance.  It‘s a limbic system 

thing—recognizing and knowing, ―quickly, at a glance, deeply.‖  Just ask Ellen Ullman. 
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I walk out tonight into my garden.  There‘s nothing unusual about my garden and I know it.  GfB 

cared nothing for it; my neighbors care even less.  It‘s a tramp of a garden. 

 

I know great gardens.  I‘ve seen—and walked through—a great garden or two in my day.  On 

three continents, no less.  I once wanted to make a great garden in Pennsylvania.  But it didn‘t 

come to be.  Instead, I have what I have.  Which is the greatest of all possible gardens. 

 

In my tramp of a garden, the wisteria are in full bloom.  Half-moon, bubbling brook, chill in the 

air.  I walk through the wisteria, let the petals tickle my nose, let their scent remind me.  Better 

not to remind me, I think, of the almost-too-clean GfB. 

 

Most of what I have in my garden is stolen.  No, not from garden centers, but from upstate parks.  

Moss and stones.  My garden may be poverty writ large.  But it‘s mine¸ and no one‘s gonna take 

it away from me or tell me it‘s not.  Unless, of course, it‘s my kids—and then they‘re welcome to 

it. 

 

Speaking of which, my guy played some phenomenal baseball today, while my girl is sick with 

the flu.  These are the more pressing issues.  My kids for me; yours for you.  Everything else?  

Sidebar shit. 

 

We adults.  With few exceptions, I‘ll wager, we‘ve each of us got some Girl or Boy from Baku.  

If (the exceptional ones) we‘ve got one at home, in the sack and across the table at breakfast with 

whom we can make reasonable and interesting conversation, then our GfB isn‘t some stranger.  

If, on the other hand, what we‘ve got in the sack or across the breakfast table is driving us to a 

slow death, then we are looking for strange.  Whether in the flesh or on the ‗Net is only a 

question of our tolerance for risk.  At twenty-four—if memory serves—it‘s pretty fuckin‘ high; at 

fifty-four—if one man‘s assessment means anything—it‘s way below low.  Funny how age turns 

out to be the great equalizer. 

 

I think back to when I was once young.  Finding older women to sleep with back then was easy.  

For that matter, finding same-aged or even younger women to sleep with was relatively easy.  As 

if finding women of any age to sleep with meant anything.  And yet it did—back then. 

 

Now?  The tables are turned.  I‘m the old guy.  And an old guy without resources.  Which means, 

ultimately, dead wood.  No money, no sperm, no nothing—which is how it is just before the 

lights go out. 

 

So, g‘night, GfB.  Sleep tight—wherever you are, my little lost Azeri dragonfly. 
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In the good old, good-ole days, Thanksgiving used to be my favorite holiday.  That was before 

things took a turn for—how shall I say it?—the last, lonely and desperate.  And so, as we speak, 

my present favorite is Father‘s Day. 

 

At the end of this particular Father‘s Day, I sit in my garden and listen to the orgasmic screeches 

of a pair of neighbors—always a pleasant sound to my still ambitious (hence, unjealous) ear.  

Brooklyn‘s still Brooklyn whatever The New York Times might have printed today, June 19, 

about this funny big borough.  Yes—it might be the fourth largest city in the United States if it 

were its own city.  And yes—the discrepancies in annual income between Brooklyn Heights 

($112K) and Coney Island ($7.5K) might border on the absurd.  But in my little corner of this big 

borough, a pair of neighbors screech in orgasm; another neighbor‘s dogs howl at the moon or 

maybe at me; a third or fourth neighbor‘s cats fight.  Such is life and death in Brooklyn on 

Father‘s Day, 2005. 

 

Chris‘s team played today in Bay Ridge—against a bigger, tougher team—and so, lost.  No BFD.  

The BFD (at least to me) was the rumor that the young coach they‘d fairly recently hired might be 

history after today‘s game.  Until today, I‘d known nothing about it—and so, checked quickly 

with Chris before the game, who also knew nothing about it.  By the end of the game—in spite of 

attempts with several of the parents to deny or confirm—the issue was still unclear. 

 

What did become clear to me in the course of my attempts (and meager attempts to discuss the 

headlines du jour) with some of the other parents was that unpleasant news like firings, illness, 

torture and death are something better left unsaid.  It‘s probably—no, I suppose, is—the same the 

world over.  It‘s as if we‘ve all lost sight of the general weal in a headlong rush to remain well 

and good and prosperous—in other words, as long as the sun is shining over my little piece of the 

planet, don‘t fucking bother me with bad news.  We may all be ―a piece of the continent,‖ but so 

long as the shifts of that same continent don‘t affect me and my family, just don‘t fucking bother 

me—K? 

 

I wonder whether I‘m being overly sentimental, and also whether I should be concerned about 

anything outside out of my own immediate welfare.  On the one hand, probably not.  After all, if I 

can‘t take care of myself and my own, what business do I have concerning myself with the rest?  

On the other hand, however, I still have to wonder.  Of what possible value can my life be if I 

don‘t concern myself with the rest of the continent—with ―the main‖—of which I, too, am a part? 

 

John Donne said it first in Meditation XVII.  The good Reverend Martin Niemoller said it later.  

None of us is an island.  Who else has to say it—and how often must it be said—before we really 

sit up and listen? 

 

The kids came over today and we had lunch together.  Afterwards, we snuggled like snakes as we 

watched a couple of films.  What, I wondered, could be better than that on Father’s Day?  The 

answer?  Nothing—unless it could be that fathers the world over would be suffering the same 

happy fate. 

 

The topic of sex came up over lunch.  No surprise there with two pre-adolescents and one 

somewhat vigilant parent.  And so, I took advantage of Father‘s Day to offer one last bit of 
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fatherly advice.  I cautioned them not out of some ―received wisdom,‖ but out of personal 

experience about acting too quickly upon impulse—and told them simply that sex had 

consequences beyond pregnancy or disease; that it was as intimate as two human beings could be; 

and that if they had it with someone they loved—or at least thought they might love, but then lost 

because they‘d misjudged—it would come back to haunt them.  That it might cost them months, 

or longer, of unhappiness—and that it sometimes even resulted in suicide at a young age. 

 

I didn‘t wish to frighten them; I just wanted to caution them.  ―Just say ‗No!‘‖—I‘ve always 

thought—is rather missing the point.  At fourteen, twenty-four, thirty-four, or even fifty-four, 

―Just say ‗No‘‖ is just plain dumb.  Life is an irrepressible impulse that leads to the desire to 

reproduce.  And the desire to reproduce (call it what you will) leads to… hullo? 

 

And so we uncoiled at the end of two films.  Vera came to pick them up for the trip back home.  I 

retired to my modest little garden—and life continued here and elsewhere as before. 

 

Life—then, as now, and for as long as it might hereafter—simply will. 

 

 

 
 

 

The End 

 
 
This book is available as a free download from ISMs Press. However, due to the time 
and effort involved in both the production and the writing, we welcome a small 
contribution (may we suggest £1/$1/€1). It's very easy to do, just click on the link 
below for details: 
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